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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PROCUREMENT AND DELIVERY OF FUEL OIL

Introduction

The Montgomery County public Schools (MCPS), along with the Montgomery
County Government and Montgomery College for which MCPS is the procurement
agent, is currently using more than four-miIlion gallons of fuel oil
annually for heating schools and other facilities. At this level of
consumption, even tiny variations in the cost-per-gallon multiply into
thousands of dollars of savings or added costs. Effective and efficient
management of the procurement, delivery, and consumption of fuel oil is
essential.

This report examines the processes by which MCPS purchases and distributes
fuel oil for_heating; makes recummendations based on the examinatiou, and
suggests computer-assisted models which managers can use periodically to
monitor and make decisions about these processes.

Current Process and ProcedureS

Prior tO FY 1984, fuel_ oil purchases were accomplished through MCPS' oWn
annual_process of bidding and contract_award. The DiVision of Procurement,
With rhe assistance of the Divisions of Supply and Property Management and
Construction and Capital Projecrs, prepared specifications; _issued
invitations to bid; conducted the fOrMal bid _reviews, and awarded the
contracts. In FY 1984, _MCPS began purchasing file/ oil through_a_cooperatiVe
contract awarded by the Washington Metropolitan CoUncil_Of GovernMentS
(COG). The contract awarded for MCPS is_different from the contracts of
other COG members in _that MCPS iS the only member that hauls its own fuel
Oil from vendor distribution points.

The same MCPS organizational units have been involved in the fuel oil
procurement and distribution processes under both the COG and individual
MCPS contraCtS. The most important of these units are the following:

o Division of Supply and Property Management,_ which is responsible
for receiving fuel oiI orders from the schools and other siteS
and; in response, ensuring timely and efficient delivery

Division of Procurement, which is responsible for preparing fuel
oil contract requirements, negotiating with the other COG memberS,
and monitoring price changes provided for in the Contract

o Division of Construction and Capital Projects, which is
responsible throughits Energy Management Unit_ for monitoring_fuel
oil prices; suggesting modifications in_ the_ delivery schedule to
tdke advantage of price fluctuations, _and maintaining variouS fuel
oil records necessary for management decision making
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o MCPS Sites (schools and other buildings), which are responsible
for measuring the fuel oil on hand and placing requests for
deliveries

o Division of Accounting, which is responsible for compiling and
reconciling fuel oil delivery tickets with vendor invoices and
issuing payments

The current procedures for ordering and delivering fuel oil are generally
well managed. However, the following four aspects of the procedures require
discussion:

o Written guidelines to instruct school-based personnel when to
order a fuel oil delivery do not exist. _Although managers report
that unwritten_ guidelines are included in the school plant
operators' training _course, study datashow that actual practice
varies from_the guidelines, which are_either not remembered_or not
enfórced. One corrective action which could be taker. immediately
iS to publish and_ enforce written guidelines, based on tank
capacities, for school-level personnel to follow._ On a longer-7
term basis, an automatic delivery system, based on degree days and
other_factorsi would relieve school-based personnel from the
ordering responsibility.

o Currently, internal controls to verify fuel oil delivery at school
sites and the amount of oil delivered are inadequate. Fuel
tankers have no meters, and tanker drivers return the tickets
dir,,ctly to the Division of Supply and Property Management. An
immediate improvement would be for the school building services
manager or'plant operator to be requireok to measure the _tank
before and after each delivery, estimate the amount of fuel oil
delivered, sign, and return the fuel oil ticket to the Division_of
Supply and Property Management. A more satisfactory solution
would be to install MitOMAtiC Metering devices on each tanker to
record the fuel oil delivered.

o A 1982 management study questioned, but left unanswered, the need
for_continuing the_current practice of topping off fuel Al tanks
each spring in order to prevent condensation. The_study noted
that $35,000 of Additional revenue from interest would have been
generated_ by delaying the fuel oil purchases until the fall.
However, data collected for this report justifies the topping-off
process as being cost-effective unless there is strong reason to
believe that fuel prices will drop sharply between spring and
fall.

o Major responsibility for managing fuel oil procurement, delivery,
and usage is divided among three separate MCPS units; However,
the administrative procedures for monitoring this $4 million
annual expenditure are largely informal, unwritten, and sometimes
overlapping; MCPS should formalize in writing the necessary
administrative procedures.



Computer7Assisted Models for Monitoring Fuel Oil
PUrthaSing, DeliVery, Usage, and ExpenditureS

Althoughj with the exceptions noted, current processes_for_ the Trocurement
And delivery of fuel oil are generally well managed, they do not teke
advantage of some of the available, relatively inexpensive_technology for
monitoring and analysis. Therefore, s tudy _staff _designed two_ computer
MOdels as examples of the type of support which could be made available.

One model provides_ a framework for decision making in considering the
alterna tives for the procurement and delivery of fuel oil. The primary
alternative tes ted was MCPS delivery compared to vendor delivery. The
second model monitors current usage,. price, and expenditures for fueI oil
and projects future expenditures based on various "What if?" conditions.
Test runs of these models, using FY 1984 data; suggest some overall
recommendations for the fuel oil procurement and delivery process.

According to the FY 1984 data used in the study simulations, the cost of
the fuel oil program with MCPS delivery was approximately $3,274,000; and
the cost of the program if the vendor had delivered would have been
approximately $3,260,000. The difference of $14,000 represents a modest
savings theoretically availabie to MCPS had it nsed vendor delivery; In
addition, under the vendor delivery alternative, Montgomery County
Government would have collected $54,600 in FY 1984 from the fuel oil tax,
which is only assessed on vendor delivered oil;

Other simulation runs; also usiag FY 1984 base data, but applying variouS
"What if?" conditiOnS, revealed the follOWing:

' If mc_ps usage had increased and fuel prices had_remained the same,
the direct savings to MCPS from_vendor delivery would have
decreased, with the breakeven p6int occurring at A 20 percent
usage increase;

If MCPS usage had decreased and fuel prices had remained the same,
the direct Savings to MCPS from vendor delivery would have
increased, reaching $25,600 at a 20 percent decrease;

If fuel prices had changed, either increased or decreased, there
would haVe been no effect on the cost differences between the MCPS
and vendor delivery alternatives.

Running. these various simulations shows that, based on FY 1984 data, it
would be financially advantageous under nearly all circumstances for MCPS _to
cease hauling its own fuel oil; However, two sets of factorS muSt be
examined before reaching any conclusion.

Firsti MCPS managers raised a series of questions regarding (a) who, the
vendor or MCPS, has the responsibility for assuring_ uninterrupted
deliveries; (b) whether a vendor or MCPS has the opportunity to alter the
timing of deliveries for financial advantage; whether vendor deliVery
provides as good a control over needed financial information as does MCPS
delivery; and (d) whether the amount of paperWork is significantly
greater under either alternative.



Study investigations showed that a solution is available for addressing the
issue of the timely collection of financial information and that the other
three issue -. do not necessarily discriminate between MCPS and vendor hauling
programs and cannot be considered a certain advantage or disadvantage for
either alternative.

Second, an uncertainty_was raised by tha break-even point for direct savings
te MCPS, Whichia projected to occur if there is a 20 percent increase in
.the_use of fuel_oil _for _any reason. Beginning in FY 1985, MCPS started
hauling fuel oil to 30 Of the_39 schools previously served by the vendor.
If this increase were combined with increased fuel oil for new schools or to
meet a colder winter than FY 1984, total MCPS fuel oil usage could easily be
20 percent greater.

On the other hand, increasing MCPS salary costs and the possible need_for
either additional driver overtime or a fourth driver and tanker to deI1ve.7
the increased amount of fuel oil might bring the vendor delivery alternative
back into the cost-effective range even with more than 20 percent usage
increase.

To examine the combined effects of possible future events, additional
simulations were run, using the FY 1984 baseline data; but adding various
other assumptions regarding future increased costs and increased usage. The
results of these simulations show that, if MCPS delivery costs increaat
the same time as usage increases, vendor delivery is the more cost-effective
alternative. But, if usage increases without a significant corresponding
increase in delivery costs; continued MCPS delivery of in own fuel oil
Would be more cost effective.

Recommendations

Primary_Recommendations

The findings of this study_suggest the following primary recommendations
regarding the procurement and delivery of fuel oil:

o MCPS managers responsible for fuel oil procurement and delivery
should develop long-range projections, in as much detail as
possible, for continuing MCPS fnei oiI -.1sage (based on the Capital
Improvements Program, when adopted, and other identifiable
factors) and for MCPS delivery costs in ;elation to_ the prOjec:
usage. The study simulation model and/or any other_available
supports might be used for assisting with these projections.

o If the projections indicate that future usage will be at lea:A 20
percent greater than_ for FY 1984 and that MCPS delivery costs to
handle_the total projected usage willnot increase aubstuntially,
the alternative of MCPS deliVery Should be continued.

o If, on the other hand; the prOje-ctions show corresponding
increases in both usage and MCPS_delivery_costs, ConverSion to the
alternative of vendor delivery should be implemented.



Other Rpcommendations

In addition to the primary recommendations regarding fuel oiI delivery; the
following recommendations for improving the current procedures for the
procurement and delivery of fuel oiI in MCPS should also be implemented:

1. The simulation models described in this report (or any other
monitoring and projection techniques which can accomplish the same
types of objectivese.g., possibly the Department of Energy X11
model_ citea_by managers Olen they reviewed this report)_should be
used_by the Energy Management Unit to monitor and proiect fuel oil
usage; pricr and dollar expenditures.

2. TO facilitate monitoring fuel oil usage, MCPS_should establiSh
procedures to Collect copies of the fuel oil delivery tickets
directly from schools on a daily basis and other fuel oil delivery
data by COG pride periods.

3. Management procedures for administering the fuel oil procAlrement,
delivery, and u8age processes should be clarified, fermali-zed, and
issued in Writing.

4. The topping-off process.shotild continue as in the past unless the
unit respensible for monitoring the price of fuel oil predicts a
subStential price decrease between the spring and fall periods.

If the steps listed as -Primary Recommendations" lead to iiCPS' continuing
its own fuel oil hauling program, the following additional recommendations
should be implemented:

1. MCPS should develop and issue to all building services_managers
and school plant equipment operators written _guidelines _for
determining when to order fuel oil deliverie8. TheSe_gUideline8
should be based on tank capacities rather than on school types;

2. On a longer-term basis, MCPS should evaluate an autotatit delivery
and fill system which would StbStantially eliminate school-based
responsibility for ordering fuel oil.

3. FUel Oil deliVerY_Orecedures should be modified to requ-;re a
school-based Staff member to verify fuel oiI deliveries and
e8titate the 4mount delivered. The record pf the delivery and
amount ShoUld be returned directly to the Division of Supply and
Property Management, not through the truck driver.

4. 41$ a MOrd adequate control and data device, MCPS should install
flow meters on the delivery tankers.
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PROCUREMENT AND DELIVERY OF FUEL OIL

INTRODUCTION

The Montgomery County Public Schools (MCPS), along with the Montgomery
County Government and Montgomery College for which MCPS is the procurement
agent; is currently using more than four-million gallons of fuel oil
annually for heating schools and other facilities. At this level of
consumption, acen tiny variations in the cost-per-gaIlon multiply into
thousands of dollars of savings or added costs. Effective and ef_ficient
management of the procurement, delivery, and consumption of fuel oil iS
essential.

This report examines the processes by which MCPS Turchases and_distributes
fuel oil for heating, makes recommendations based ot the eXaMitation, and
silggests computer-assisted models which manager-i e.An uSe periodically to
monitor and make decisions about these processes.

Although conservation of energy is an important iSsue in the management and
use of fuel oil, this study does not address that issue. MCPS has devoted a
great :leal of_ attention to conservation over the past decade, and
significant SavingS have been réaliZed.

The report is divided inte b4o chapv.ers. Chapter 1 describes the current
MCPS fUel bil procuxement and delivery systems and presents findings about
these procesAes. Chapter 2 _outlines two suggested computer-assisted
financial analysis mOdels,_ _applies the models using FY 1984 data, summarizes
the study findingS, And öfferS recomMendations.

DatA fox the report were collected from records reviews, computer reports;
interv!.ewsl observations, school personnel questionnaireE, and visits to
other School districtS.



CHAPTER 1

CURRENT PROCESS AND PROCEDURES

Process Description

The dollar amounts for MCPS fuel oil purchases from FY 1969 _td FY 1983 are
shown in Exhibit 1. The figures include fuel oil purchased for and
delivered to Montgomery County Government and Montgomery College. The
increase in FY 1975 is primaril:y the result_Of the oil embargo. The Oiler
values thrmgh FY 1982 reflect the continued higher costs. The significant
decrease in total fuel oil expenditures from FY 1982 to FY 1983 iS dud to
four factors: _(1) a warmer than_normal winter, (2) the lower cost of fuel
oil during the heating season, (3) the one7time closing of 18 schools, and
(4) a speed up in the end-of-year process for topping off the fuel tanks.

Prior_ to FY 1984, fuel oil purchases were accomplished through MCPS' oun
annual process of bidding and contract award. The Division of Procurement,
with the assistance of the Divisions of Supply and Property Management and

EXHIBIT 1

Fuel Oil Purchases FY 1969 - FY 1983*

Fiscal Year Dollar Value

1969 $ 566,966
1970 652,777
1971 1,136,600
1972 1,045,548
1973 1,024,321
1974 1,701,124
1975 2,460,161
1976 1,936,337
1977 2,574,299
1978 3,098,208
1979 4,588,169
1980 4;970;624
1981 4;652;563
1982 4;545;979
1983 3;019;767

*Figures include All fUel oil purchases made by MCPS, some of which were
delivered to the Montgomery County Government and Montgomery College.
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Construction and Capital Projects, prepared specifications, _issued
invitations to bid, conducted the formal bid reviews, and awarded the
contracts In FY 1984, _MCP$ began purchasing fuel Oil through a cooperative
contract awarded by the WaShington Metropolitan Council of Governments
(COG). MCPS specifications_ were included in a joint bid negotiated by
Fairfax County on behalf of 14 COG members. (See Appendix A.) The MCPS
portion of the cot tract includes requirements for Montgomery County
Government and Montgomery College.

The assumption is that_COG shotad be able, through _volume purchasing of
almost 20 million gallons, to obtain lower fuel oiI prices than could each
of its members acting aIone; and this assumption was true for FY 1983;
However, due to changes in vendor bidding and other factors, the FY 83
discount was not repeated for FY 1984;

The contract awarded for MCPS is different from_ the contracts of other COG
members in that_MCPS_ is the only member that hauls its own fuel _oil from
vendor_distribution_ points; The Division of Supply and Property Management
has _been delivering fueI oiI for MCPS, Montgomery County Government, and
Montgomery_ColIege_facilities for over 20 years; _Only where lueI oil tanks,
openings, and/or access space are limited does the vendor make deliveries
using _smaller vehicles; In FY 1985, MCPS reduced the number of schools _on
vendor delivery from 39 to 9; and all 9 cases involve auxiliary furnaces,
usually serving out buildings;

The same MCPS organizational units have 1J6en involved It the fUel_Oil
procurement and distribution processes under both the COG and individual
MCPS contracts. The moat important of these units are the following:

o Division of Supply and Property Management
o Division of Procurement
o Division of Construction and Capital Projects
o MCPS Sites _( schoold and other buildings)
o Division of Accounting

Each unit's involvement is described briefly in the following sections, and
the overall process is presented graphically in Appendix B.

Division of Supply and Property_Management

The Division of Supply and Property Management has the responsibility fOr
ensuring the delivery of fuel _oil _to schools and other_ buildings in a timely
and_efficient manner. The division operates and maintains three tankers
used to make fuel oil deliveries during the heating_season. Exhibit 2 _shows
that 95 percent of all deliveries were made during the six-month period frOm
November to April.

Exhibit 3 presents data on the number of gallons delivered per delivery.
Most deliveries are full drops (delivery of the total contentS of a tanker "
6,300 gallons);

4
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EXHIBIT 2

Frequency of Delivery*

Calendar_Period

July-August

September-October

November-December

January-February

March-April

May-June

Percentage of Total Deliverie8

2

1

26

43

6

* Based on a sample of 192 deliveries to 31 MCPS locations.

EXHIBIT 3

Amount of Delivery*

SAlm-uf DeliVery (Gallont) Percentage of Total Deliveries

Under 1,000 3

1,001 - 2,999 19

3,000 - 3,999 8

4,000 - 4)999 6

5,000 " 5)999 9

OVer 6 000 56

* Based on a sample of 192 deliveries to 3 1 MCPS locations.



The daily adtivities of the fuel oil tanker drivers are scheduled and
supervised by the distribution supervisor. Although the delivery system is
based on requests made by individual sites, drivers are in contact with
their superviaor and can be directed to alternate locations in the event of
emergency needs. If the distribution supervisor has not received a request
from a location within a given period of time, division staff will contact
the responsible school personnel to inquire about the status of their fuel
oil supply.

At the end of the heating season fuel oiI tanks are topped of f--i.e. the
fuel oil storage tanks are filled to prevent condensation and related
problems over the summer.

DivIslon_of_Procurement

The Division of Procurement prepares the MCPS fuel oil contract requirements
with the assistance of the Divisions of Construction and Capital Projects
and Supply and Property Management The division then negotiates with other
COG members, coordinated by the Fairfax County Government, before the total
COG_ bid_ iS advertised and awarded. The_ division _is also tesponsibla for
MOnitoring price changes provided for in the fuel oil contract.

Individual Schools and Other Building§

At each MCPS facility, one person it, responsible for measuring the amount of
fuel oil, determining the need for additional oil, and placing a telephone
request to the Division of Supply and Property Management. In elementary
and junior high schools, building service managers usually exercise this
responsibility; in Senior high schools, it is usually the plant equipment
operators.

Although_most MCPS furnaces have meters that measure fuel oil consumption,
stored fuel oil is measured in school oil tanks by means of a stick,
Calibrated in inches, which is lowered into the tank. The amount of fuel oil
is determined by e formula based on the depth measurement; Use of the
measuring stick provides an opportunity to note the amount of sludge or
sediment in the tank, as the appearance of accumulated solid matter is
evident on the stick. When required, the Division of Maintenance is
contacted Os clean the tank.

The_need for a delivery is determined by the size of the fuel oil storage
tank and the amount of oil in the _tank. Exhibit 4 shows that requests for
fuel oil_are made most often when storage tanks are about half full.
Relatively_few schools wait until tanks are one-quarter full, and all of
those that do wait are elementary schools.

Once the_request for a_fuel oil delivery has been made by the person at the
school, histher formal responsibility ends. Neither this person, nor any
other _school-based person, has the responsibility of verifying that the
amount of fuel Oil _requested was delivered. For those few _buildings
serviced by the vendor, deliveries are made on an automatic fill basis
without requestS being made by MCPS Staff.

15



EXHIBIT 4

Percentage of Requests for Fuel 0iI Delivery at Various Tank Levels
by Type of School

Storage Tank
Amounts Total Elementary Junior Senior

Tank 1/2 Full 53 42 78

Tank 1/4 Full 34 46 22 0

Tank less than
1/4 Full 5 8 0 0

Other 8 4 0 40

Divisionof Construction and Capital Proj-ects

The_Energy Management Unit in the_Division of Construction and Capital
Projects monitors fuel oil prices_and, to the extent possible, suggests when
fuel oil deliveries can be delayed or accelerated to take advantage of lower
prices. The division's collection and analysis of_statistics support the
annual_preparation of fuel oil usage forecasts and provide the bases upon
which the efficiency of each school's usage is determined. ThiS diVision
also works with the Division Of PrOcurement to prepare fuel oil bid
specifications.

Divisiam-cd AccoUnting

The_Divieicm Of Accounting is responsible for compiling and reconciling the
fdel oil delivery tickets, prepared by the Division of Supply and Property
Management at the time of a request for delivery is made, with the invoices
sent to_MCPS by the Eval oil vendor. This division also issues payment to
the vendor.



Findings and Conclusions

The_current_procedures for ordering and delivering fuel oil are generally
well managed. However; the following four aspects of the procedures deserve
further discussion.

Ordering Fuel Oil At Individual Schools

Written guidelines to instruct school-based personnel when to order_a fuel
oil delivery 'have not existed since June, 1975; when the former
Administrative Regulation 235-2; Fuel Oil Service, was voided. Supply
Division managers point out that the provisions of the former regulation are
still a part of the required in7service courses which plant equipment
operators and building services _staff who are responsible for operating the
boilers must take. These provisions call for secondary schools to order
fuel oil when tanks are at 50 perce2t of capacity and elementary schools to
order at 30 percent of tank capacity.

Material presented verbally as part of a _course; which some MCPS personnel
may have taken years ago, is not a substitute for written guidelines. The
data in Exhibit 4 show that 42 percent of the elementary schools request
fuel oil before the unwritten guidelines require them to; a situation which
may result in additional trips to the same locations or the delivery of less
than a full tanker load to a single location. Although some partial
deliveries (less than 6300 gallons) are necessary due to those elementary
schools w th small storage tank capacity; partial deliveries are
inefficient.

On the other hand; 22 percent of the junior-intermediate schools and 40
percent of the high schools fail to observe the secondarf guideline and
order Iater_than required. While_the need for ordering when tanks are still
50 tarcent full may be questionable, the overall picture which emerges is
that many schools are not following the ordering procedures, either because
the procedures are not written and available or because they are not
enforced.

One corrective action_which could be_taken immediately is to publish and
enforce written guidelines for school-level_personnel to follow in ordering
fuel oil deliveries. In order to strike a balance between (a) the need to
have sufficient fuel oil on hand when ordering to last until delivery and
(b) the efficiency of delivering a full tanker load whenever possible; the
written guidelines should be based on tank capacities rather than on type of
school. However; this solution would continue the dependency on school
personnel and would still rely on rough estimates of tank levels determined
by the stick method.

Nearly all fuel oil deliveries made by vendors; whether to schools or homes;
are on an automatic delivery basis. The vendor determines delivery
schedules based on degree days of weather and other indicators; This
procedure appears to be satisfactory and would relieve school based
personnel from the responsibility for requesting fuel oil deliveries.

7



The Division of Supply and Property Management currently performs some
monitoring of fuel oil use in order to follow up to schools which fail to
request deliveries; The Energy Management Unit monitors usage in all schoela
for budgetary and conservation purposes. These monitoring activities should
be merged, expanded, and become the basis for an automatic delivery system
like those used by commercial vendors.

-Receiving Fuel Oil at IndiVidual SchOola

The existing Fuel Oil Ticket, if it were signed by someone at the receiving
school, would provide adequate control procedures to ensure that a scheduled
fuel oil delivery is made, However, adequate coutrol procedures for
velidating the amount of fuel oil actually delivered are not currently used.

Although building service managers must use a stick to measure the level of
fuel oil en hand, they are not required to perform a stick estimate
following a fuel oil delivery. The MCPS tanker drivers use calibrated
markers inside the tankers to estimate the amount of oil delivered by
comparing the amount of fuel oil loaded at the vendor's terminal and the
amount remaining in the tanker after delivery. No audit trail results
from these estimating methods. Neither fuel oil storage tanks nor MCPS
delivery trucks have meters or gauges to determine the exact amount of fuel
oil delivered.

Fuel oil meters have been installed in the boiler rooms at a majority of
schools as part of the energy management program. However, because these
meters are located between the storage tank and the burner, they measure the
consumption of fuel oil. They are not well suited to,.and are rarely used
for, internal control purposes 1.1. conjunction with the delivery of fuel oil.

Since there currently is no reliable way of knowing how much fuel oil IA
actually delivered, managers lack accurate data which can later be compared
to usage data for monitoring purposes; and the opportunity for fraud is
present.

The immediate solution to this lack of internal L'ontrol would be to require
the building services manager or school plant operator to measure the tank
levels by stick immediately before and after each delivery. An estimated
amount for the delivery could then be recorded on the Fuel Oil Ticket, which
Should be returned to the Division of Supply and Property Management by the
school person, not with the tanker driver; This solution would still rely on
an estimate and would place an added responsibility on the schoolbased
personnel.

A more satisfactory solution would be the use of a metering device on each
tanker to record automatically on the Fuel Oil Ticket the amount of fuel oil
unloaded. This procedure would generate the same type of record which MCPS
now requires of the vendor when fuel oil is loaded into the tankers at the
vendor's terminal.

Although the exact cost of such meters cannot be determined_ until
specifications are submitted to the competitive bidding process, a telephone

1 8



contact with one firm, Petroleum Services, Inc. of Baltimore, provided an
estimated cost for each meter of approximately $2,100, plus an installation
charge of 4200, Therefore, MCPS' one-time investment to equip three tankers
would be $6,900. (Even if the fuel oil managers' higher estimate of close to
$20,000 total cost for the meter installation were to prove correct, this is
a relatively low cost control nuechanism when compared to the $4 million
annual exPenditure for fuel oll.)

Topping Off

The _19a2 Reyiew nf Pirornrpineut P ran tines _in _the tio_n_tgom_ery Coun_ty
SchooTs, completed by Touche RO3S & COi determined that the reasons for
topping off fuel _oil tanks in the spring were that (1) it is "normal
practice in industry," (2) it "prevents conde.Lsation," and (3) there_is
money in the budget," The study also found that the practice of topping
off in the spring caused an early expenditure of approximately $704,000 in
FY 1982._ If the expenditure fot this oil could be delayed until needed it
late fall; approximately 435,00_0 of additional revenue from interest
payments conld_heivu been obtained by the Montgomery County flovernment (baJed
on a 10 percent rate of return).

This estimate assumes fuel oil will be available in the fall at the same
price per gallon_as in the spring. In a period of rising ,:rices_part or
all of these savings_could_ be offset by the increased cost_to purchase the
same crlantity of oil in the fall. In a period of declining oil prices,
additional savings woule accrue from delayed purchasing.

Because this issue was raised, but not resolved, in the Touche Ross study,
the question of the need for topping off tanks was examined in this study.

Tozom an operational standpointv the most important reason for topping off
seems to be the_prevention of condensation. Telephone interviews with
representatives of_four other Maryland school systems and four oil industry
organizations confirmed the_necessity of this practice. The only suggested
alternatives to topping off were to run the tank dry (empty) or drain the
tank in the spring. Prior to filling t?-e tank in the faIli however; the
water_collected in the empty tank through condensation must be drained.
Additional maintenance expenses are associated with these alternative
procedures.

Therefore, the topping off process appears to be justified and should be
continued unless there is strong reason to believe that fuel prices will
drop sharply in the near future;

OVerall Procedurea And Processes

Major responsibility for managing fuel oil procurement; delivery, and
usage is dividediamong three separate MCPS units: (1) the Division of
Procurement, (2) the Division of Supply and Property Management, and (3) the
Energy_Management_Unit in the Division of Construction and Capital Projects.
The administrative _procedures for monitoring this $4 million annual
expenditure are largely informal, unWritten, and sometimes overlapping. One
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example is monitoring fuel oil prices. The Energy Management Unit monitors
price fluctuations fot budgetary purposes and to advise the Division of
Supply and Property Management when q advance or delay fuel oil deliveries.

.The Division of Procurement has responsibility under all MCPS contracts to
monitor and approve price changes.

MCPS s_hould formalize in writing the procedures for_managing this large
account, from cost analyses and _budgetary forecasting through procurement to
usage, so that there 1_8 no duplication of effort among unita.
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CHAPTER 2

COMPUTER-ASSISTED MODELS FOR MONITORING FUEL OIL

PURCHASING, DELIVERY, USAGE, AND EXPENDITURES

Introduction

Chapter 1 discussed the current processes for the procurement and delivery
of fuel_ oil it MCPS. Although with a_ few_exceptions those processes are
generally well managed, they do not_ take advantage of some of the available,
relatively _inexpensive technology flax._ monitoring_ and analysis. Therefore,
DEA staff_ designed twa computer models as examples of the type of support
which could be made available to managers for improved deciA.on making.

The first model provides a framework for decision making in considering the
alternatives for the procurement and delivery of fuel oil. The second model
monitors current usage, price, and expenditures for_fuel oil. Both models
were developed _using the SuperCalc 2 spreadsheet package on a Kaypro IV
microcomputer. However, other combinations of similar software and hardware
are just as feasible for this level of modeling.

Test runs of these models, using FY 1984 data, suggest some overall
recommendations for the fuel oil procurement and delivery process.

The Procurement/Delivery Model

Each year MCPS staff must determine ho. the necessary fuel oil will _be
procured and delivered. No formal, standardized procedurea exist for making
these decisions; The informal process is_manual; and although it includes
consideration_of as many factors as possible, various "What if?" situations
cannot be easily evaluated.

What is needed is a computer-assisted simulation model which incorporates
all Of the major elements - personnel, equipment, and financial resources -
which determine the cost of providing fuel oil to MCPS facilities under
varying circumstances. The elements should be standardized and account for
differences in_the cost of various alternatives; An :example of _such a model
is SummariZed here and presented in greater detail in Appendix C.
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Possible Alternatives for PurchaSe And Delivery

The primary_optione available to MCPS for the purcharie of fuel oil are (I)
participation in_the COG joint bid or(2) an itLdividua.. MCI'S bid; and the
options associated with delivery are (1) MCPS hauling or (2) vendor hau7.ing.
When combi-ccd, the two purchase opticms eud two delivety options create the
following four Alternatives:

Alternative A, COG purchase and MCFS hauling, which depicts
current MCPS fuel oil purchase and delivery practice

o Alternative B, MCPS mrchase and hauling, Which was used by MCPS
between FY 1961 and FY 1983

o Alternative C, COG purchase and vendor hauling,_WhiCh has never
been tried by. MCPS_, but is currently used by all other school
systems partL:ipating in the COG joint fueL oil procurement

o Alternative D, MCPS purchase and vendor hauling, which waS uSed by
MCPS prior to Fl 1961

111jor--CostCompunente

The three cost components evaluated by the model are the follneing:

1. Purchase price of the ,:uel oil from the vendor, which can vary
twice monthly based upon an industry oil index

2. Cost of delivering fuel oil to schools

a. If the vendor delivers, included in the purchase price

b. If MCPS delivers, a combination of (1)_driVera'_ aalarie0, (2)
overtime salaries; (3) fixed charges, _(4) vehicle maintenance
and operating costs, and (5) vehicle depreciation

3. Impact of the Montgomery County fuel Cil tax

Assump-ttang-Underlying Assessment of AltértativeS

A critical aspect_of_modeling is the consistent use of standard assumptionu
and_methlds of calculating cost components. This decision model was based
on the following assumptions:

o MCPS, bidding alone, would not be able to_improve upon either the
purchase-only or purchase-and-deliver fuel oil priceS obtained by
COG.
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MCPS can not easily move annually into or out of the fuel oil
hauling program, and longer-term decisions should be made.

o COG will continue to function as an agency for the joint
procurement of fuel oil;

Fuel oil for the 39 schools with small tank capacities or limited
access will be purchased from and delivered by the vendor.

These assumptions should be vertfied periodically. For example, the first
assumption has the effect of eliminating Alternatives B and D, under w?Iich
MCPS does its own fuel oil purchasing; In FY 1933 that was a sound
assumption. In FY 1984 the volume discount was considerably smaller, and
the assumption less certain. Depending on the bid-price trend over a longer
period and the degree to which MCPS wants to encourage minority and small
firms to bid, that assumption may need to be changed.

The last assumptioa was affected by the decisioh, beginning in FY 1985, to
have MCPS haul fuel Oil tb_30 of the_39 echool locations previously vApplied
by vendor delivery. The_effect of_thia decision_on the FY 1984 simulations
used for this report is discussed later in this chapter.

Layout ot! the Model

The "model" is actually a ma;7.rix with the 24 price periods of the COG
contract (two perioda for each month) and a "total" column identified across
the_top_of the matrix and the_procurement/delivery alternatives to be priced
listed dOWt the left_Side, Bach run of the simulation model fills ta the
cells of the matrix by calculating the per-period and total cost for each
alternative. (See_AppendiX C for At example of the Matrik and typical data
calculation formulas.)

The alternatives in the left column may be any of the procurement/delivery
choices identified earlier or may pose "What if?" type questions within any
of the procurement/delivery choices. For example, "What is the effect on
MCPS_ costs if usage were to increase five percent under Alternative A, COG
pUtchead, MCPS haul?" "Is the effect on cost the same under Alternative C,
COG purchase, vendor haul, when usage increases five percent?"

The Usage/Price/Expenditure Model

tlthough simtlar in const7uction to th,- procurement/delivery model, the
purpose of tilt: usage/pricqexpinditure model is to assist the Energy
Management Unit it_the Divition _of Construction and Capital Projects to (1)
monitor the "fiscal year-tcL-date"_usagg:i price, and dollar expenditures for
fuel oil; (2) project these oame data through the end of the current fiscal
year under various assumptions about operating and weather conditions; (3)
assist the preparation of the fuel oil portion of the operating budget for
the following fiscal year; and (4) respond to Board and managers' requests
for financial data And "What if?" situations.
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The suggested model is summarized here and presented in greater aetail in
Appendix D.

Element of th- Model

For each category of fuel oiI and price period, the model identifies, as
appropriate, the following elements:

o Projected usage (beginniug of year pra ection)
o Actual usage

Protected vs. actual usage

Prolected price !beginnitig of yeaO
o Actuel price
o Pzojectea price vs actual price

o Pr%jected expenditures (beginning of year)
o Actual expenditures_(to date)
O Projected vs; actual expenditures

o Updated projection of usage (for remainder of year)
O Updated prcjection of priee_(fer remainder of Year)
o Updated projection of expenditnres

Assumptions Undeelying the Model

This simulation model is based on the following assumptions:

Decisions concerring fuel oil_procuzement and delivery_have
already been made, and this model can be used under any Of the
four alternatives for procurement/delivery discussed above.

o MCPS will continue to purchase and uSe both No. 2 And No. 5 fuel
oils.

o Eventually, .MCPS will want to enter actual price and usage data
twice each month to correapond to the 24 contract price adjustment
periods. (Some data iS currently Available only monthly.)

th-Model

Thia Iddel_ia also a matrix, with the 24 price perlods of the COG contract
and a total column_across the top._ Down the left side of the matrix are
the specific data_elements_listi above for both categories of fuel oil, No;
2 and No. 5. At_ the beginnirg of a_fiscal year, the_ cells of the matrix are
fined with projected data. As each of_the price adjustment periods passes,
actual data is substituted_fOr the projected data; and new yearend totals
are calculated automatically.
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The matrix also permits th2 user to t,) enter more refined projections at
any point during the year for the remaini.:g price periods, (2) determine the
effect cu year-end expenditures, and (3) pose "What if?" questions for the
remainder of the year to see the effect on total expenditures. For example,
"If the price of fuel oil over the last six months of the year is six
percent lower than projected, but usflge iocrea-es by an unpredicted three
percent due to colder weather in Marv% and April, what will MCPS fuel oil
expenditures be?" (The model's detailed logic and cciculations can be
examined tn Appendtx ll.)

Applidati011 of the Procurment/DeiiJery Model

The comptter-simulatioa procrrement/441fvery vodel described abcvc ;;a6 run
to_ evaluate the cost differences for Altermacive A (COG purchase; MCPS
delivery) and Alternative C (COG purchase, vendor delivery) under various
usage and price conditions for FY 1984. The model used actual: cost, pric.,1;

and usage data which was available at the time of the run and projected what;
was not available. The results are summarized on Exhibit 5 and presented in
greater detail in Appendix E. The impact of the decision_ to_ haul 'Atel oil
to additional schools 'Deginning in FY 1985 is discuseed in the "finlinge
sec Amt.

Findings

Row 9 of Exhibit .5 shows that the model's cost ol Alternative A (MCPS
delivery) for FY 1984 was approximately $3,274,000; and the cost of
Alternative C (vendor delivery .4nder the COG contract) would have been
approximateI; $3,260,000. The difference of $14,000 represencs a modeat
savings theoretically available to MCPS had it used vendor delivery.

However, under the vendor delivery alternative, Montgomery County Government
would linve collected 554'600 in 1984 from the ftel oil tax, which is only
assessed on vendnr delivered oil._Vendors do not include the cost of the
fuel oil tax it _the price per gallon, but rather invoice the customer
separately for the tax. However, the .amount of the tax io included in the
simulation model and requires no additional expenditure calculationLe.
MCPS would_ have saved the $144000 after paying the tax. But, the added
revenue to Montgomery County from the tax is not a part of the model and
reprdsents an addiLion to the overall county budget. Therefore, the net
gain to the county under Alternative C would have been $_68,700 If the
county elected to appropriate the added revenue from the fuel oil tax to
MCPS, its net gain would also have increased from $14,000 to $68,700.

One of the advantages which a computer simulation model has over manually-
calculated projections is the ability to handle a variety of different
assumptions about future conditions. Exhibit 5 includes the results of
running the procurement/delivery simulatiOn _model under various
combinations of "What ir?" conditions_ for fuel oil usage and _price. The
objective of these additional simulation runa is to test whether the
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EXHIBIT 5
2

3 Analysis of What If Cases For Alternatives A and C For FY 1984
4

5

6 What If Conditions Cost Alt.A Cost Alt.0
7 (MCPS Deliver) (COG DIiver)
8

10
_9 Actual FY 1984 3,274;015 3;259;904

II 1% usage iLcrease Dec.-March 3,2980708 3,285,246
12 same fuel <Al pricss as of FY 84
.13
IL 3'.', usage_increase Dec.-March 3,427 :,17 3,417,156
15 same furl oil prices as FY 84
16

17 5% usage increase Dec.-Mach 3,478,362 3,469,561
18 same fuel oil Prices as FY 84
19

20 IO% usage inerease Dec.-March 3,605,922 3,600,474
21 same fuel oil prices as FY 84
22

23 15% usage increase Dec.-March 3;733,482 3;731,386
24 same fuel oil prices as FY 84
25
26 207 usage inr_!re:ss, tec.-March
27 same fuel oil prices as FY 84
28

29 21%_usage increase Dec.-March 3,886,555 3,888,481
30 same fuel oiI prices as FY 84
31

32
33 Same usage as FY 84 3,285,225 3;271;115
34 1% price increase Dec.-March
35

36 Same usage as FY 84_ 3,520,945 3,506,835
3710% price increase Dec.-March
38

39 1% usage decrease Dec.-March 3,315,289 3,312;465
40 same fuel oil prices as FY 84
41
42 3% usage; decrease Dec-March 3;274;265 3;260;100
43 same fuel oil prices es FY 84
44
45 5% usage_decrease Dec.-March 3,249,878 3,235,008
46 same fuel oil prices as FY 84
47
48 10% usage decrease Dec.-March 3,095,680 3,076,822
49 same fuel oil prices as FY 84
50
51 15% usage decrease Dec.-March 2,968,119 2,945,910
52 same fuel oiI prices as FY 84
53

54 20% usage decrease Dec.-March 2;840;558 2,814,997
55 same fuel oil prices as FY 84
56
57 same usage as FY 84 3,249,322 3,235;211
58 1% price decrease Dec.-March
59
60 Same usage as FY 84 3,150,549 3,136,439
61 5% price decrease Dec.-MarCh

3,862,299 3,861,043

0127L

15262 6
R

Diff.Alt. A & C
(MCPS Savings)

MO Tax Pair.
By Alt; C

Net,Gain
To Get.'

14,111 54,627 68,i-371

13,462 55,047 68,509

10,141 57,185 67;326

8,801 58,050 66;851

5,448 60,214 65,661

2,906 62,377 64,473

1,256 64;540 65;796

-1,926 64,973 63,407

14,110 54,627 68,737

14,110 54,627 68,737

12,823 55,454 68,277

14,165 54,588 68,753

14;870 54,131 69,001

18;858 51,560 70;418

22,209 49,396 71,605

25,561 470233 72;794

14;111 54,627 68;738

14,110 54;627 68;737



apparent FY 1984 net savings under vendor delivery would prove true under
different circumstances. For each case, the exhibit shows: (1) the_cost of
Alternative Ai (2) the cost of Alternative C, (3) the difference_between
them, (4) the amount of fuel oiI tax _paid to_ _Montgomery County under
Alternative C, and (5) the net gain to the overall county budget.

An analysis of the data in Exhibit 5 provides the fol" ; findings:

o If usage had increased (e.g., a colder winter or relaxed
conservation eff7IPE) 7,737-fuel oil prices had remained the same,

The direct savings to MCPS from vendor deIfvery would have
decreased.

The tax revenue to the county government would have
increased.

The breakeven point for direct savings to MCPS would have
occurred at a 20 percent usage increase.

Because the decreased MCPS direct savings is always balanced
by increased revenue to the county, the net gain to the
county (and possibly to MCPS) remains about the same.

If usage had _d_ec_r_e_ased (e.g., a warmer winter or greater
conservation) and fuel oil prices had remained the same,

The direct savings to MCPS from Vendor delivery would have
increased.

The tax revenue to the county government would have
decreased.

At a 20 percent usage decrease, the direct saving8 to MCPS
would have been $25,561.

Again, because,of the offsetting trendt, the net gain to the
county stays abOut the same.

o If fuel oil prices had changed, either increased or decreased,
there Would have been no effect on the cost differences between
Alternatives A and C.

Running these various simulations shows that, based on FY 1984 data, it
would be financially advantageous under nearly all circumsrances for MCPS to
cease _hauling its own fuel oil. However, during this study, managers of
fuel_oil procurement and delivery identified four questions, the:answers_to
which_ they indicated were important to the decision process and should,
therefore, be considered before drawing any conclusions about future years.
These questions are the following:

o Who (MCPS or an outside contractor) has the primary responsibility
for ensuring that the instructional program _is not adversely
affected by the unavailability or delayed deliVery of fuel oil,
and is this responsibility better met by MCPS staff or the vendor?
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o Whb has control of-the timing of fuel oil_deliveries, and can thiS
control_(ability to speed up or delay deliveries based on price
trendS) be advantageous to the vendor Or MCPS?

o How frequently can MCPS obtain fuel oil usage and expenditure data
for_account monitoring and conservation purposes, and how timely
will the data be when receiVed?

o How_ doda _the aMount of paperwork Compare for MCPS delivery and
vendor deliVery?

These four questions are addressed in the following sections.

Responsibility for Uninterrupted Deliveries

Under the current MCPS delivery arrangement, schools request fuel oil
deliveries directly from the Division of SuppIy'and Property Management, and
that division has the primary responsibility to ensure that the
instructional program is not affected by the unavailability_ or delayed
delivery of fuel oil. Under the vendorhaul alternative, that
responsibility passes to the vendor.

The study surveys of_ MCPS principals and other school7based personnel
revealed no significant interruptions of the instructional program due to
fuel oil_delivery problems by the Division of Supply and Property
-ManagemenL Discussions with other school systems using vendor delivery of
fuel oil indicated_that their experiences with the responsiveness of vendors
are alSo Very poSitiVd. At to time have_the inStructional programS been
interrupted due to the unavailability Of fuel oil.

Therefore, while the importance of prompt, responsible deliveries must be
stressed under either hauling option, there is no evidence to suggest that
this factor discriminates between the alternatives.

Timing DpIiveries_forFinancial_Advantage

MCPS managers are concerned that the vendor has a profLt motive to either
speed up or slow down the deliveries to achieve a price advantage;
Conversely, when MCPS performs the deliveries, it can speed up orslow down
the_process to _minimize its expenditures._ Managers report that price
variations of five cents pet gallot_are typical _during the March to Jute
period when_30 percent of_the total fuel oil requirement_ is purchased.The
managers believe that manipulations by MCPS, especially during the April to
June topping off period, have saved money in past years.

Two points are involved here: (1) the degree to which the_opportunity for
delivery manipulation is present and (2)_ the extent _tk) which either MCPS or
the vendor is likely to use the opportunity to its advantage.

Price changes are_contractually_limited to twice a_month. During the regular
heating season, the constant demand for fuel oil allows only a few days
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leeway in responding to a delivery request (The same_unwritten guidelines
-cited earlier_ as_ continuing from_ former regulation 2357.2 specified
deliveries should be made within 48 hours of a school's request.)
Therefore,_only two periods of a few days exist each month when the timing
of deliveries could tAke advantage of price flUctuations.

The more significant opportunity for manipulating deliveries is the period
at the end of the heating season when fuel tanks need to be topped off, but
response time for keeping the schools heated is not a factor. If a
substantial fluctuation in the price of fuel oil occurs during this period,
an opportunity exists for MCPS savings or vendor profit

An example of this latter situation occurred during the topping-off period
in FY 1983 when the price of fuel oil increased through the April to June
period. At that time; Fairfax County Public Schools had fuel oil delivered
by the vendor under the COG contract (vendor control), while MCPS hauled its
own fuel oil (MCPS control). Data on the percentage_of total year fUel_Oil
deliveries made during each of the three topping-off months were obtained
for both school districts and compared. The graphs in Exhibit 6 show that
for Fairfax the peak topping off of_the tanks by _the_ vendor occurred Li
April, when prices_were lowest, and_tapered off during May and June. In
contrast; the peak_ topping-off activity for MCPS came in may when priceS
were highest and, for No. 5 fuel oil, continued into JUnd.

Data for a single_ yesr are not sufficient to confirm or deny vendor
opportunity and motivation to_manipulate deliveries for greater profit Nor
does this one _example establish whether either the vendor or MCPS had
correctly predicted price changes. Nevertheless, the example suggests
caution regarding the assumptions that (1) the'vendor has the opportunity

. and the motivation to manipulate deliveries for its own profit and (2) MCPS
can_act to maximize Savings during the topping-off period when a vendor
would not

Control-of Financial Information

The annual MCPS expenditure for fuel oiI is substantial and can fluctuate
from month-to-month. Therefore, MCPS management and the Board of Education
must have accurate and timely fuel oil usage and expenditure data on which
to base operating budget decisions during the year. Daily fuel oil delivery
and invoicing data are important to this monitoring activity; MCPS fuel_Oil
managers believe the MCPS hauling program provides_more timely delivery data
to the Energy Management Unit than does vendor delivary, which normallY
results in a single monthly invoice.

One solution to this problem would be to have_school personnel forward the
customer copies of the commercial delivery tickets to the Energy Management
Unit immediately following each_deliVery. The metered amount_of fUel oil
delivered could be entered into the usage/price/expenditure simulation model
described earlier at the last identified price-per7.gallon_for monitoring
purposes. When the vendor's monthly invOica ia raceived, the model could
retroactively adjust for any price changes.
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of Total
Deliveries

EXHIBIT 6

Percent of Total DeliverieS vs.

Price for Topping-Off Months of

FY 1983

No. 2__
Fuel Oil

MCPS

14

13

12

11

10

No. 5 Fuel Oil (MPS)
No. 4 Fuel Oil (FCPS)

MCP S

FAIRFAX

FAIRFAX

T4o Prices April May June
Per Month .73 .765 .83 .82 .82 .81

0283R

3-0
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Paperwork

Under _the current delivery system, each fuel oil delivery results in a fuel
oil ticket,_ which_ IA returned to the Division of Supply and_ Property
Management by the driVer. The supply division batches and logs the tickets
for it8 own internal control purposes and then forwards them tO the Energy
Management Unit, where the data is used for energy monitoring purposes,
Energy Management) in turn) fOrwards the tickets _to_ the DiViSitiri of
Accounting,_ where they are_matched_against the vendor's invoice before
payment. (See Exhibit B-1, Appendix B, for a graphic presentation of thi
process.)

The findings presented in Chapter 1 suggest that, for purposes of improved
internal control, the current procedures should be modified to verify the
amount of fuel oil delivered at each location and to have school personnel,
rather than the driver, return the fuel oil tickets.

Under vendor delivery, the paper flow is nearly the same. Each vendor
delivery would result in a fuel oil ticket, but that ticket would already
include the amount of fuel oil delivered. Since the_Division of Supply_and
Property Management would not be involved in the delivery process, _school
persornel could return the tickets directly to the Energy Management_Unit,
where the necessary data for monitoring would be recorded. Energy
Management would forward the tickets to_the Division_of Accounting, where a
match would continue to be made against the vendor's invoice;

Although managers predict_an increase in paper flow under vendor delivery,
it iS difficult to see how the increase would come about. The neW
responsibility for schools to return thefuel oil tickets_is needed under
either delivery. system. The_role of the_Division of Supply and Property
Management in logging the delivery tickets against tanker pick-up and
delivery records is transferred to the vendor. The rest of the process
remains about the same and would occur with about the same frequency.

Discussion and Recommendations

Fuel Oil Delivery

The findings in this study suggest that vendor delivery of fuel oil may be
a cost-effective alternative to thc! MCPS hauling progLam for the following
reasons:

o Based on the FY 1984 data, savings in the range of $10,000 to
$20;000 would occur to MCPS from vendor delivery under nearly all
price and usage conditions.

o Because of payment of the fuel oil_tax, revenue increases in the
range of $50,000 to $65,000 occur _to the county government from
vendor delivery under the_same price and usage_conditiOnS, With
the net gain to the overall local government budget being AS high
as $70,000.
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o The one-time cost of at least $7,000 to equip the MCPS tankers
with flow meters for better internal control would be avoided, Aa
would the cost of developing or buying an automated fuel oil
delivery system.

o The number of positions carried in the operating budget would be
reduced because fewer drivers would be required in the Division of
Supply and Property Management (rhe exact number of positions
would be determined after assessing the most efficient way to meet
non-fuel-oil delivery needs outside the heating season.)

o The responsibility of school personnel for ordering fuel oil would
be eliminated.

o The number of major MCPS units involved in managing the fuel oil
processes would be reduced by one-third since the Division of
Supply and Property Management's only fuel oil responsibility is
the MCPS hauling program._ The Divisions of Procurement and
Construction and Capital Projects would share the remaining
responsibilities

The sale of the existing tankers would produce a modest, one-time
increase in revenue.

It Addition, three of the four issues raised by MCPS managers--
responsibility for noninterruption of_the instructional program, control of
delivery_times so as to optimize:price considerations, and the amount_of
paperwork--do not necessarily discriminate between the MCPS and vendor
haUling programs_ and cannot be considered A certain advantage or
disadvantage for either delivery alternatilm

Further,_a aolution is readily_ available for_addressing the fourth manager
issue--timely collection of price and usage data; therefore, this factor is
also neither an advantage nor a disadvantage.

It should be noted, however, that, if MCPS elected vendor delivery, the
savings to MCPS would not be reflected in the utility accounts. It fact, the
fuel oil account would _increase because the expenditures would include
delivery costs and the energy tax. However, a-decrease would Show_in the
budget of the Division of Supply and Property Management, from which the
positions and operating costs for MCPS to deliver fuel Oil would be deleted.
Budget documentation would be required to demonstrate the net savings and to
permit consistent utility price comparisons to previous years.

Although the FY 1984 data simulations make the vendor delivery plan appear
to be an Attractive, cost-effective alternative in nearly all respects, one
factor raises an uncertainty. That factor is the break-even point for
direct savings to MCPS, which is_projected to occur if there is a 20 percent
increase in the use of fuel oil for am reason.

The decision_ that MCPS would start delivering fuel oil in FY 1985 to 30 of
the_39 schools which were previously supplied by the vendor has the effect
of increasing total fuel oil usage above the amount used in the original
study simulationS. If the increase is combined with the additional increase
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which the new Area 3 schools will require, and if a future winter were
colder than FY 1984, total MCPS fuel oil usage could easily be 20 percent
greater.

On the other hand, as MCPS salary costs increase for the tanker drivers or
if the increased usage should require adding a fourth tanker and driver in a
future year, the higher costs of the delivery program might offset the
greater oil usage and keep the vendor fuel oil delivery alternative in the
cost-effective range.

To examine the combined effects of these possible events, a further
simulation was run using the FY 1984 baseline data, but adding the following
new assumptions:

o The 30 additional schools added to the MCPS delivery program in FY
1985 will continue to be served by MCPS. Fuel oil use by these
schools will be the amount eStimated in the FY 1985 bid
specifications.

o Over the next five years, MCPS will _build six new elementary
schools and oue new high school. Fuel oil use by_these schools
will be equal to the average amount currently used by schools at
the same grade levels.

o By_the end of the five7year period, the additional fuel oil usage
Will require adding a fourth tanker and driver. Salary and fixed
charges for the driver will be equal to the average for the
existing_three drivers. Operating costs and depreciation for the
tanker will be equal to the average of the existing three tankers.

The results of this revised simulation are provided in Exhibit 7 and show
that, if an of the _assumptions_ _proved -to -be -t-r-u-e-;- the direct savings to
MCPS from changing to vendor delivery would be approxima tely $23,500, an
increase of nearly $10,000 over the $14,000 projected for FY 1984 alone.

Although possible variations in winter temperatures were not included in_the
revised simulations, an ample "window" exists for such fluctuations since
the new break-even point would occur only when MCPS fuel oil usage increased
28 percent above the revised level included in the simulation.

It is important to clarify, however, that the cost effectiveness of vendor
delivery is predicated on the MCPS delivery codts increasing at the same
time fuel oiI usage increases. Although an additional driver and tanker
caused the increase in this simulation,_substential salary_increases_or the
use of additional driver overtime could _have_ the same effect. If LI-sage
increases without a substantial increase in delivery cos A, continued MCPS
delivery of its own fuel oil would be more cost-effective.

In all of these simulations, changes in the cost of purchasing fuel oil have
no_ significanr impact on the cos t effectiveness of the delivery
alternatives. Usage and MCPS delivery costs are the two critical variables.
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EXHIBIT 7

Results of the Simulation Run

When Future Usage and Additional Delivery Costs Are Added

'I.:heut_if?"_Conditions

ActUal_FY 1984 plus
p-ojected usage and
delivery costs

10 percent additional
usage increase

20 percent additional
usage increase

28 percent additiona3
usage increase

30 percent additional
usage increase

Cost of
Alternative_A
(MCPS Delivery)

Cost of
AIternative_C

(Vendor Delivery)

Diffelence
Between A & C
_(MCPS Savings)

$3,734,595 $3;711,054 $23,541

4,098;861 4,084,861 14,000

4,386,341 4,379,2. 6,417

4,616,324 4,615,974 350

4;673,820 4,674,987 (1,167)

Primary Recommendations

The findings of this study suggest the following primary recommendations
regarding the procurement and delivery of fuel oiI:

o MCPS_managers responsible for fueI_oiI procurement and delivery
should develop long-range projections, in as much detail as
possible; for continuing MCPS fuel oil_usage_(based on the Capital
Improvements Program, when adopted, and other identif_iable
factors) and for_MCPS delivery costs in _relation to_the projected
usage. The_study simulation_model and/or any other available
supports might be used for assisting with these projections.

o If the projections indicate that future_usage will_be at least 20
percent greater than for FY 1984 and that MCPS delivery costs _to
handle the total projected usage will not increase substantiallYi
the alternative of MCPS delivery should be continued.

If, on the other hand, the projections show corresponding
increases in both usage and MCPS delivery costs, conversion to the
alternative of vendor delivery should be implemented.
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Other Recommendations

In_addition to the primary recommendations tegarding fuel Oil_ deliy,the
following recommendations for a.mproving the current proCediltes fOr the
procurement and delivery of fuel oil in MCPS Should alSo be implemented:

a. The simulation models described in thid Chapter (drany eitret
monitoring and projection techniques whinh can acCoMpliSh the same
types of objectivese.g., possibly the Department of Energy:K11
model cited_by managers when they reviewed this_report) should be
used by the Energy_ Management Unit to Monitor and project fuel oil
usage, price, end dollar expenE.tures.

2. To facilitate monitoring fuel oil usage, MCPS Should establish
procedures to collect copies of the fuel oil delivery tickets
directly from schools on a daily basis and other fuel oil delivery
data by COG price periods.

3. Management procedures for administering the fuel oil procurementi
delivery, and usage processes should be clarified, formalized, and
issued in writing.

4. The topping-off process should continue as in the past unless the
unit responsible for monitoring the_price_of fUel_ Oil predictS a
substantial price decrease between the spring and fall periodS.

If the steps listed as "Primary Recommendatione lead to_MCPS' continuing
its own fuel oil hauling program, the following additional recommendations
should be implemented:

MCPS should develop and issue to all building services managers
and school plant equipment operators written guidelines for
determining when to order fuel oil deliveries. These guidelines
Should be based on tank capacities rather than on school types.

2. On_a longer-term basis, MCPS should evaluate an automatic delivery
And fill_ aystem which would substantially eliminate schooI-based
r3sponsibility for ordering fuel oil..

3. Fuel oil delivery _procedures should be modified to require a
school-based staff member to verify fuel oiI deliveries and
estimate the amount delivered. The record of the dflIivery and
atount should be returned directly to the Division of Supply and
Property Management, not through the truck driver.

4. As a more adequate control and dati... device, MCPS should install
flow meters on the delivery tankers.
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APPENDIX A

Government Agencies Participating in the

Washington Area Council of Governments (COG)

Fuel Oil Procurement

1TY 1984

In FY 1984 COG purchased fuel oil for following 14 agencies:

Arlington County

2; Alexandria Sanitatioil Authority

3; City of Alexandria

4. City of Bowie

5. City of ROckVille

6. City of Fairfax

7. City of Gaithersburg

8. Couaty of Fairfax

9. Maryland-National Capital Parks and Planning Commission

10. Montgomery County/Mont3omery County Public Schools

11. Prince George's County

12; Prince George's County Public School8

13; Prince William County

14. Washington Metropolitan ArdA Tranlit Authority



APPENDIX B

The Work Process and Relationships Involved in

1.1PS Fuel Oil Purchase and Distribution

The same MCPS organizational units have been involved in the fuel oil
procurement and distributiem processes under both the COG and individual
MCPS contracts. The most important of these units are the following:

o Division of Supply and Property Management

o Division of Proonrement

Division of Construction mid Capital Projects

MCPS sites (schools and other buildingS)

o Division of Accounting

ExYibit B-1 is a :graphic representation of the work processes and
relationships involved in fuel oil_ purchase and distribution. The
activiti_es_conducted by each organizatiOnal unit in the process are
presented without notation_as_.;_c_frequency of_occurrence. Some tasksi such
as the preparation of the_fuel oil operating budt and the contract award;
are condUcted on an annual basis. Other activitiesi 3uch as vendor paymeut
and monthly rerort preparationi take place monthly. Most of the activities
involVing individual schools and the Division of Supply ane Property
Management take place daily during the heating season.
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APPENDIX C

The Procurement/Delivery Simulation Model

Each year MCPS staff must determine how the necessary fuel oil wilI_be
procured and delivered. No formal; standardized procedures exist_for making
these decisions. The informal process is manua4 and althougk it includes
consideration of as many_factors as possible, it cannot easily evaluate
various "What if?" situations.

What is needed instead is a r.omputer-assisted simulation model_ WhiCh
incorporates all of the major elements--personnel, equipment, and financial
resources--which_determine the cost of providing_ftel_oil to MCPS facilities
under varying circumstances. The elements should_be standardized and
account for differences it the cost of various alternative8.

DeScription of PoSSible AlternatiVeS

The purpose of this section is to describe the various alternatives which
should be included in the model so that managers can determine the best
method of procuring and delivering fuel oil to MCPS schools and other
facilities. In establishing standard criteria for the assessment of
alternatives, the fuel oil procurement and delivery activities must be
clearly defined in terms. of options that lead to mutually exclusive
alternatives.

The primary options available to MCPS for the purchase of fuel oiI are (1)
participation in the COG joint bid or (2) an individual MCPS bid, and the
options associated with delivery are (1) MCPS hauling or (2) vendor hauling;
When combined; the two purchase options and two delivery options create four
distinct alternatives. The four alternatives are illustrated_it the matrix
in Exhibit C-1. The four cells represent the following realm of
possibilities:

o Alternative A; COG purchase and MCPS hauling, which depicts
current MCPS fuel oil purchaSe atd delivery practice

o Alternative B,_MCPS purchase and hauling, which was us2d by MCPS
between FY 1961 And FY 1983

o Alternative C, COG purchase and vendor hauling, which has never
been tried by MCPS, but is currently used by an other school
systems participating in the COG joint fuel oil procurement

o Alternative D, MCPS purchase and vendor hauling, which was used by
MCPS prior to FY 1961

Eddh_of these alternatives is discussed in greater detail n the following
sectionS.
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EXHIBIT C-1

Alternatives for the Purchase
and Delivery of Fuel Oil

Delivery Options

MCPS
Hauling

Vendor
Hauling

PurchaSe Options

COG MCPS*

Alternative A

o Purchase with COG
o MCPS Haul

Alternative B

o MCPS Bid Alone
o MCPS Haul

Alternative C

o Purchase with COG
o Vendor Haul

Alternative D

MCPS Bid Alone
o Vendor Haul

*Includes Montgomery County Government and Montgomery College

A1ternae-A1--COGRurchase/MCPS Haul

Beginning in FY 1984, MCPS has participated in the jointly bid fuel oil
contract with the_Council of Governments. The MCPS contract specifications
were first negotiated with COG representatives and later, as part of the
total contract, with potential vendors. Because MCPS hauls its own fuel
oil, cdttaiti todifidations were necessary to ensure a reasonable contract
price for the portion of_oil purchased by MCPS. COG members were willing,

to include MCPS requirements. But since the amount of fuel
o il_required by MCPS did not sufficiently increase the total COG gallons to
qualify for additional price discounts, COG representatives were not willing
to riak complications with potential vendors for the sake of only a single
member. While participation in the COG aggregate fuel oil purchase presents
advantages stemming from community cooperation, it is not known what prices
would have been available to MCPS had invitations to bid been offered by
MCPS alone because the data for that comparison are not available. Alao, it
appears likely that only fuel oil companies of a medium or_larger size were
able_and/or willing to bid on the COG requirements. The MajOr do_St. elem_diats
O f Alternative A are those that result from the COG contract (purchaSe
Otion) and MCPS hauling (delivery option).
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Alternative B: MCPS Purchase/MCPS Haul

MCPS has hada long history of purchasing and hauling its own fuel oil (FY
1961 to FY i983). For over 20 years, MCPS staff representing several
departments, have shared the detailed responsibilities involved in the
annual process of contract bidding and award and the daily activities
essential to timely fuel oil deliver:F. Both purchase and delivery options
were the responsibility of MCPS. Each year oil companies of all size
categories responded to the bid specifications developed by MCPS staff; and
for the past several years, the contract was awarded to the Stewart
Petroleum Oil Company. For six months of the year MCPS personnel_and
equipment were utilized to deliver fuel oil to MCPS builditgs_and to
Montgomery County Government and Montgomery College locations. The cost
elements of thiS alternative result from the costs associated With the MCPS
purchase option and the MCPS hauling delivery option.

Alternative C: COG Purchase and Haul

Since MCPS is tl.e only COG member that hauls its own fuel oil, all other
members receive delivery as part of the COG contract awarded to the vendor.
For these municipalities and agencies, fuel oil procurement is much like any
other service procurement in that there is minimal involvement in procedures
and deliveries. The vendor is responsible for the performance of all tasks
associated with the efficient provision of fuel oil to the designated
locations. Either anautomatic fill schedule, based on degree days, tank
size, and building size or direct request to the vendor is used to make
deliveries.

Alternative D: MCPS Purchase/Vendor Haul

Prior to the establishment of the fuel oil haullng program (FY 1961), MCPS
received deliveries of fuel oil es part of the contract awarded to the
vendor. This method, without any of the modificatiors_found in the other
alternatives, presents the "no frills" approach_usee, by_most consumers.
There are no special purchase options and no special hauling OptiOna. The
price of this alternative IA the result of combining rhe elements of the
MCPS purchase option to tht vendor hauling delivery optton.

Major Cost Components of the Model

The _three categories_of_cosr components evaluated by the model are (1)
purchase price Of the fuel oil from the vendor, which can vary twice monthly
based clpon an industry oil _index, (2) cost of delivering fuel oil to
school.s, and (3) impact of the Montgomery County fuel oil tax. Some of
taese cott coMponenta Are obtained differently for Alternatives A and C.
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The COG_COntract quotes _two separate prices, one for purchase only ("under
the filll_and a second for purchase and vendor delivery. This information
is_sufficient for Alternative C, but requires that the model be able to
calculate the MOPS cost-per-gallon to haul fuel oil from the vendor's
terminal to schools for use in Alternative

The model uses the following cost items in calculating MCPS' total fuel oil
delivery cost-per-gallon:

o Drivers'Salaries (Actual when available fro_m past yeata_ot
actual adjusted for step increases and estimated cost-of-living
when projecting to other years)

o Overtime Salaries (With Same AdjuStmentS noted for drivers'
salaries)

o Fixed Chattes (30 percent Of above salarieS)

o Maintenance and Operation of Vehicle6 (Actual when available from
past years _or Actual adjusted for inflation when projecting to
other years)

Deprediation (Straight Iine based on actual from past year)

The_sum of the above cost components is then divided by the annual actual or
projected number of gallons of fuel oil delivered by MCPS.

The final cost factor that must be considered in the modeI_is the
Montgomery County fuel oiI tax that.is imposed on fuel oil delivered in the
county. _Tax is not paid on fuel oil which is delivered by MOPS, but is
paid on fuel oil delivered by the vendor; The current level of the taxis
$0.01332 per gallon for No. 2 fuel oil and $0.013896 per gallon for No. 5
oil.

Assumptions Underlying Assessment of Alternatives

A critical aspect of modeling is the consistent use of standard assumptions
and methods of calculating cost componentt. This dedision model is based on
the following assumptions:

MCPS, bidding alone, would not be able to improve upon either the
purchase-only or purdhase-and-deliver fuel oil prices obtained by
COG.

o MCPS can not easily move annually into or out of the fuel oil
hauling program, and Ionger-term decisions should be made.

o COG will continue to function as an agency for the joint
procurement of fuel oil.

o Fuel oil for the 39 schools with small tank capacities or limited
access will be purchased from and delivered by the vendor.
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These assumptions should be verified periodically.. For example, the first
assumption has the effect of eliminating Alternatives B and D under which
MCPS does its own fuel oil purchasing._In FY 1983 that wasa sound
assumption._ In_FY 1984 the volume_discount was considerably smaller, and
the_assumption less certain._ Depending on the bid-price trend _over a longer
peridd and the degree to which MCPS wanta to_encourage minority and small
firms to bid, that assumption may need to be changed.

The laat assumption was affected by the decision, begittitg it FY 1985; _to
have MCPS haul fuel oil to_30 of the_39 school locations previously supplied
by Vendor delivery. The_effeCt Of_thi.8 dedislon on the FY 1984 Simulations
uSed for this report is discussed in Chapter 2.

Layout of the Model

As shown in Exhibit C-2, the "model" is actually a matrix with the 24 price
periods of the COG contract (two periods for each month) and a "total"
column shown across the top of the matrix and the procurement/delivery
alternatives to be priced listed down the left side. Each run of the
simulation model fills in the cells of the matrix by calculating the per-
period and total cost for each aIternattm The following four altermatives
were used in the runs shown in Exhibit C-2.

Alternative A for actual FY 1984 data (COG purchase, MCPS
delivery)

o Alternative C for actual FY 1984 data (COG purchaSe, vendor .

deliVery)

o Alternative A for a given Set o "what i " usage and price
ConditiOns

o Altdrnative C for a given set o "what if" usage and price
condition8

Exhibit C-2 also displays the formulas and internal logic for the operation
of this simulation model.

4 4
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_I A 11 B II
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11 F 11 G III C4 C.21

31
FORMULAS AND LOGIC FOR SIMULATION MODEL41 FUEL OIL ANALYSIS FOR FY 1984, AcTuAL AND WHAT IF cASE 3 (F0/84- 3)SI

_61NOTES: I. ACTUAL Fy 84 FUEL OIL USAGE DATA IS uSED FOR PRICE PERIODS 1-1671 2. AcTUAL_Fy 84 pRICE DATA IS uSED FOR pRICE PERIODS 1-I881 3. PROJECTED USAGE DATA IS USED FOR FY 84 prRIODS 17-24, BASED ON ACTUAL USAGE FOR THESE PERIODS IN Fy 81-8391 4. PROJECTED PRICE DATA ARE USED FOR Fy 84 PRICE PERIODS 19-24, BASED OH TRENDS FOR THESE pERIODS FoR Fy 83101 S. PROJECTED MOPS HAULING COSTS FOR Fy 84 OF #98,738/uSAGE ARE USED111 6. ASSUMES MONTHLY USAGE EVENLY SPLIT BETWEEN THE TWO PRICE PERIODS121ASSumpTIONS/WHAT IF CONDITIONS.:
131 1. USAGE INCREASED 5Z OVER FY 84 FOR
141 2. cOST pER GALLON SAME AS Fy 84
151
161
171

DEc-mARCH

181 JULY APSuST SEPT191 pRICE PRICE PRICE pRICE PRICE PRICE201 PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD211
1 2 3 4 5 _ 6221 _

231ACTUAL Fy 84 ALTERNATIVE C
241C0G_puRCHASE AND_DELIVERy

'251
261C0G COST OF NO. 2 DELIVERED Fy 84 848+.0074 c48+.0074 D48+.0074 E48+.0074 F48+.0074 048+.0074271C0G cOsT OF NO. 5 DELIVERED Fy 84 8A9+.0076 c49+.0076 D49+.0076 E49+.0026 F49+.0076 G49+.007628IUSAGE OF NO.2 FUEL OIL FY 84 6300 63.00 6300 6300 9450 9450291USAGE OF No. 5 FUEL OIL FY 84 9450 9450 18900 18900 28350 28350301MC CO TAX Pl 84

_ (1128*.:11332 (C28*.01332 (D28*.01332 (E28*.01332 (F28*.01332 (028*.01332311 _ _

32I0051 OF ALTERNATIVE C AcTuAL Fy 84 826*1328+827 C26*C28+C27 D26*D28+D27 E26*E28+E27 F26*F28+F27 G26*G28+G27331
341W8AT IF FY 84 ALTERNATIVE c
35IFOR ABOVE CONDITIONs/ASSumpTIONS

.361
371COG COST OF NO. 2 DELIVERED 857+.0074 C57+.0074 D57+.0074 E57+.0074 F57+.0074 057+.0074381000 COST OF NO. 5 DELIVERED 858+.0076 c58+.0076 058+.0076 E58+.0076 F58+.0076 G58+.0076391USAGE OF NO. 2 FUEL OIL L39 C28 028 E28 F28 028401USAGE OF NO. 5 FUEL OIL 829 c29 029 E29 F29 029411MC c0 'Az 1139*.01332+ C39*.01332+ 039*.01332+ E39*.01332+ F39*.01332+ 039*.01332+_421
431CoST OF ALTERNATIVE C wHAT IF 837*i:139+838 C37*C39+c38 D37*D39+D38 E37*E39+E38 F37*F39+138 G37*G39+038441
45IACTuAL FY 84 ALTERNATIVE A
461C0C PURCHASE AND NUS DELIVERy
471
4111cOG COST NO. 2 uNDLR FILL FY 84 .81255 .8128 .83300 .8425 .85325 .85575491c0G COST WO. 5 UNDER FILL FY 84 .72906 .73747 .75985 .77109 .77467 .72542SOU:CPS DELIVERY COST FY 84 (1328+829)*( (C28+C29)*( (028+D29)*( (E28+E29)*( (F28+F29)*( (G28+G29)*(511
521cOST OF ALTERNATIVE A ACTUAL FY 84 848*E:28+1149 C48*C28+C49 048*D28+D49 E48*E28+E49 F48*F28+F49 G48*G2U+G49531
54IWHAT IF FY 84 ALTERNATIVE A
551F0R ABOVE CONDITIONS/ASSumpTIONS
561
571cOG COST NO. 2 uNDER FILL 848 C48 D48 E48 F48 G4858ICOG COST No. 5 UNDER FILL 849 c49 D49 E49 F49 G4939INCPS DELIVERY COST (839+840)*( (C39+c40)*( (D39+D40)*( (09+E40)*( (F39+F40)*( (039+G40)*(601
4I1COST OF ALTERNATIVE A WHAT IF 857*839+858 C57*C39+C58 D57*D39+D58 E57*E39+E58 F57*F39+F58 G57*G39+G58
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11 1 11 J 11 K 11 L 11 11 11 H 11 0 11 P 11 Q 111
21
31
41 EX- /I ; (7 i C 2...
51
61
71
81
_91
101
111
121
131
141
151
161
171
181 OCTI1 _ NOV DEC JAN FEB
191PRICE_ PRICE_ PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE_ PRICE_201PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD211_7 b 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16221
231
241
251- -1-
261 1148+.0074 148+.0074 J48+.0074 1(48+.0074 L48+.0074 1148+.0074 1148+.0074 048+.0074 P484.0074 Q48+.0074271 1149+.0076 149+.0076 J49+.0076 1(49+.0076 149+.0076 1149+.0076 1149+.0076 Ot.14-.0076 P49+0076 Q49+.0076281 3150 3150 12600 12600 100800 100800 198500 198500 88116_ 88116_291 9450 9450 47250 _ __ 47250 245700 245700 473844_ 473844 160655 I60655_____301 (1128*.01332 (128*.01332 028*.01332 (1(28*.01332 (128*.01332 (1128*.01332 (1128*.01332 (028*.01332 (p28*.01332 (Q28*.01332311
321 1126,412844127 126*128+127 J26*J28+J27 1(26*1(28+1(27 1.26*1.280.27 1126*m28+m27 N26*N28+1427 026*028+027 P26*P28+p27 Q26*(128+Q27331
341
151
161
371 1157+.0074 157+.0074 J57+.0074 1(57+.0074 L57+.0074 1157+.0074 11574.0074 0574.0074 P57+.0074 07+.0074381 1158+.0076 1584-.0076 J58+.0076 1(58+.0076 158+.0076 11584-.0076 1158+.0076 0584-.0076 P58+.0076 Q58+.0076191 1128 128 728 1(28 1.28*1.05 1128*1.05 1128*1.05 028*1.05 P28*I.05 Q28*1.05401 1129 129_ 329 _____ 1(29 L29*1.05 1129*1.05 1129*1.05 029*1.05 P2941.05 _ C,29*1.05__411 1439*.01332+ 139*.01332+ 339*.01332+ 1(394.01132+ 1.39*.01332+ 1439*.01332+ N39*.01332+ 039*.01332+ p39*.0132+ 09*.01332+421
431 H37*1139+1138 137*I39+138 J37*J39+J38 1(37*1(39+1(38 1.37*1.39+1.38 m37*m194-1118 H37,61139+1138 037*039+038 p37*p39+p38 Q37*Q39+Q38441
451
461
471
481 .6465 .83 .81875 .81625 .81875 .808 .84275 .8575 _ .98975 .965491 .77257 .76354 .74932 .75482 .76182 .75443 .779439 ;793447 .84854 .845281501 (H28+1129)*( (128+129)*( 021+J29)*( (K28+K29)*( (1.284-1.29)*( (1128+1129)*f (11284-N297*f (028+029)*( (P28+P29)*( (Q28+029)*(511
521 11484H284-1149 148*128+149 J48*J28+J49 1(48*1(28+1(49_L48*1.28+1.49 1148*m28+m49_1148*H28+1149 048*028+049 P48*P28+P49 (148*(128+Q49511
541
551
561
571 1148 148 J48 1(48 148 1448 N48 048 P48 Q48581 H49 149 J49 K49_ __ L49_ _ N49_ H49 049 P49 Q49591 (H394-040)*( (1.39+1.40)*( (J39+J40)*( (1(39+1(40)*( (L39+L40)*( (m39+N40)*( (1439+N40)*( (039+040)*( (P39+P40)*( (Q39+Q40)*(601
611 1157*H39+H58 157*139+158 J57*J39+J58 1(57*1(39+1(58 1.57*1.39+1.58 1157*1139+1458 H57*N39+N58 057*039+058 p57*p39+p58 13574039+Q58
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1

ACTUAL Fy 84 ALT C1

COG PURCH_AOELIVER1-,,-

1
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OIAT IF Py 84 ALT c,
_
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FOR ABOVE CONDITIONS/ASSUMPTIONSI _

I 857+.0074 S57+.0074 T57+.0074 U57+.0074 V57+.0074 1757+.0074 X57+.0074 257+.0074 COG COST i 2 DELIVER1 858+.0076 558+.0076 T58+.0076 1158+.0076 1158+.0076 08+.0076 158+.0076 258+.0076 COG COST 1_5 DELIVERI R2841.05 52841.05 T28 U28 1128 1128 128 128 SUM(1139:Y39U5AGE 1 2 FUEL OILI 129*1.05 529*1.05 T29_ 029 1129 1129 X29_ 129 SUM(840:Y4OUSAGE 0 5 FUEL OIL139*.01332+ 539*.01332+ 139*.01332+ 1139*.01332+ V39*.01332+ 11394.01332+ X394.01332+ 139*.01332+ SUm(841:Y41mG c0 TAX
1137*139+138 537*S39+S38 T37*T39+T38 113714139+038 V37*V39+V38 1137*W39+1138 X37*X39+138 1370,139+138 SUN(843:Y43COST ALT C WHAT IF

ACTUAL FY 84 ALT A
COG PUGH mCPS DELIVERY

.85625 ;81400 .79 .785 .82 ;83 .815 .815 COG 1 2 UND FILL 84.78582 .76665,- -.75- .74 .77 .78 _ _ ;36_ .76 COG 0 5 UND FILL 84(R28+R29)*t (S28+S29)*( (T28+T29)*( (U28tU29)*( (V28+1/29)*( (1128+W29)*( (X28+X29)*( (Y28+Y29)*( SUM(850:Y50MCPS DEL COST FY 84
1148*1128+R49_548*528+549 248*T28+T49 1148*1128+U49 V48*V28+1,49 1/48*1128+w49 1481,128+149 148*128+149 SUM(1152:Y52COST ALT A ACTUAL 84

WHAT IF FY 8 4 ALT A
FOR ABOVE CONDITIONS

/ASSUMPTIONS148 548 T48 u48 1148 1148 148 148 CoG COST 12 MID FILLR49 549 149 1149 1149 1149 149 149 CoG COST 15 UND FILL(139+1140)*( (S39+540)*( (139+T40)*( (U39+u40)*( (V39+V40)*( (1139+W40)*( (X39+X40)*( (139+Y40)*( SUM(859:159MCPS DELIVERY COST
157+139+1158 5574S39+558 1.574T39+T58 U57*U39+U58 V57*V39+V58 U574109+108 1574139+158 2574Y39+258 SUM(1161:Y61COST ALT A laud' IF
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APPENDIX D

A Model for Monitoring Current Fiscal Year Usage,

Price, and Expenditure for Fuel: Oil

Although similar in construction to the procurement/deliveLy model, the
purpose of the usage/price/expenditure model is to assist the Energy
Management Unit in the Division of Construction and Capital Projects to: (1)
monitor the 7fiscaI year-to-date" usage, price; and dollar expenditures for
fuel oil; (2) project these same data through the end of tLe current fiscal
year under various assumptions about operatting and weather_conditions; (3)
assist the preparation of the fuel oil portion:of the operating budget for
the following fiscal year; and (4) respond 00 Board and managers' requesta
for financial data and "What if?" situatione.

Deacription of the Model

The model assumes_that MCPS ia purchasing fuel oil_under the_COG joint fuel
oil procurement. However, as the primary_purpose of the model is to monitor
usage,_fuel pil purchase price) and expenditurea, the_model does not involve
fUel _Oil hauling_costs and_is usable With either Alternative A or C. The
model_ assumes that_a decition concerning the procurement and delivery
methods has already been made.

As shown in Exhibit D-1, the 24 price periods of the COG contract and a total
column cre across the top of the simulation matrix. Down the left side of
the matrix are specific data elements for both categories of fuel oiI, No. 2
and No. 5.

For each category of fuel oll and price period, the model identifies, as
appropriate, the following elements:

Projected usage (beginning of year projection)
o Actual usage
o Projected vs actual usage

o Projected_price (beginning of year)
o Actual_price_
o Projected price vs. actual price

o Projected expenditures (beginning of year)
o Actual expenditures (to date)
o Projected ve. actual expenditures

o Updated projection of usage (for remainder of year)
o Updated projection of price (for remainder of year)
o Updated projection of expenditures

42



0-1
1; A MODEL TO MONITOR CURRENT-FISCAL-1EAR FUEL OIL
2: USAGE, eRICE, AND EXPENDITURES
3:

4:

5:
6: SENIARO RUN
7;
g; ACTUAL DATA TO DATE FOR PERIODS 1-12
_9;
10: ORIGINAL PROJECTIONS NOT CHANGED FOR PERIODS 13-24
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17;
le;

21:
22:
23: PROJECTIC04 FOR END OF PRICE PERIOD
24:
25: NO. 2 FUEL OIL

JULY
PRICE
PERIOD

12

PRICE_
PERIOD
2

27: PROJECTED USAGE (BEGINNING OF YEAR) .0051.227 .005,727
28: ACTUAL_USAGE 9450 9450
29: PROJECTED VS. ACTUAL USAGE IF(628=0,0,827-828) 1,.:(C28=0,0,C27-C28)
30:
31: PROJECTED PRICE (BEGINNING OF (EAR) .82
32: ACTUAL PRICE .81255 ;31280
33: PROJECTED VS. ACTUAL PhiCE IF(832=0,0,831-832)
341
35: PROJECTED E,-.PENDITURES 827.831 C27*C3I
301 ACTUAL EXPENDITURES 828.832 C28*C32
37: PROJECTED VS. ACTUAL EXPENDITURES IF836=0,0,835-836) IFiC3.,=0,0,C35-C36)
38; _________ _

39: UPDATED PROJECTION OF OSAGE IF,e28 0,828,827) IF(C28()O,C28,C27)
40: UPbATED PROJECTION OF PRItE _ IF(822,-0,0,831) IF(C32(',0,0,C31)
41_; UPDATED PROJECTION OF EXPENDITURE IF(83600,826,839.840) IP(C36,:)0,C30,C39*C40)
42;
43: NO. 5 FUEL OIL
44:
45: PROJECTED USAGE (BEGINNING OF YEAR) .0025.7.45 .0025.245
46: ACTUAL USAGE 15750 15750
47: PROJECTED VS. ACTUAL USAGE IF(C4.z=0,0,C45-C4,t)
48:
49: PROJECTED PRICE BEGINNING OF YEAR) ;74-- .74
50: ACTUAL PRICE .72906 . .73747
51: PROJECTED VS. ACTUAL PRICE 1F850=0,0;849-850, IFiC50=0,0,C49-05U)
52!
53: PROJECTED ExPENDITJRES 845.649 C45.(49
54: ACTUAL EXPENDITURES IF(C40.0,C4.7..C50i0)
551 PROJECTED VS. ACTUAL ExPEND1TUPES 1F(854=0,0,853-854) IF(C54=0,0,C53-054)
5o;
57: UPDATED PROJECTION OF uSAGE IF(846::0,84.z,845) IF(C4010,C40,C45)
56: UPDATED PROJECTICiN .DF PRICE- IF.,850;,>0,0,849) IF(C50:)0,0,C49)
S?: UPDATED PROJECTION OF EXPENDITURE IFE46(.0,84o.850,857.858 IFtC4o,.,0,C40.C50,C57.C58)
60:
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I!

2;

3;

4:
5:

a;

9:

10:

121
13:
14:
15:
la:

e..-g.i,171:1 D-1 (cir,-,--fi'Aueii)

a

171
18: ' AUGUST
19:PRICE
20IPER100

PRICE
PERIOD

SEPT
PRICE
PERIOD

PRICE
PERIOD

71: 3 4 5 6
221
23:
24:
25:
2a:
27; .0075.227 :.0c1.35*227 -.007*227 .007*227
281 3150 alf,o 9450 9450
29! IF(D28=0,0iD27-028) IF(E28=0,0,E27-E28) IF(F2e=0,0,F27-F28) 1F(528=0,0,027-628$
301
311 .83 .8o .So .86
32: ..533 .84825 .95325 .85575
331 IF(D32=0,0,D21-D32J IFE32=0,0,E31-E32) IF(F32=0,0,F31-F32) IFkG32=0,0,631-G32)
34:
35; D27*D31 E27*E31 F27*F31 G27*831
3: 028*082 E28*E32. F28*F32 GZEI*632
371 IF(036=0,0,035-03o1 IF<E3O=0,0iE35-E36) IF(F36=0,0iF35-F86) IFiG3o=0,0,G15-03o,
381
39: IF(D2800,028,D27) IFE2800,E28,E27) IF(F28<:0iF28,.F27) IF<328()0,1522;027.
40: IF(D32()0,0,D31) IF(E32;)0,0,E31) IF(F32.::.Gi0iF31) 1F(83200,0,G31 _ .

41: IF(D3o(>0,D36,039*D40) IF.E3600,E3o,E39*E40) IF(F3o)0,F3OiF39*F40) IF(83600,630,639*640)
42:
43:
441 _

45; .0055*245 r.OUt5*245 .0065.445 .0065+,245
40; 22050 22050 22050 22050
47: IF(D4O=0,0,D45-D46) IF(E4a=0,0,E45-E4O) IF(F4O=0,0,F45-F4O) 1F034,6=6,0,845-64o)
48:
491 .77 .78 .8 ;81
50: .75995 .77109 .774o7 77542
51; 117:D50=0,0,D49-D50) IF:250=0,0,E49-E50> IFF50=0,0,F49-F50) IF(1350=0,0,64?-850
52:
53: D45*D49 E45*E49 F45*F49 G45*G49
54; IF(D461.10.;D46*D50-,0) IF(E4o00,E4O*E50,0) IF(F4o00,F46*F50,0, IFG4.0,O4o*GS0,0)
55; IF(D54=0,0,D53-D54) IFZE54=0,0,E53-E54) IF(F54=0,0,F53-F54) IF1/4054=0,0,G58-854;
56;
57: IF04O)UiD4Oi045) IFE4a:i0iE46;E45) IF(F.40;F46-,T45) IF(G4o)0,154o0345)
581 1F(D50(>0i0iD49) IF(E50/0i0i.E49) IF(F5000;0;F49) _ IF(G5000;0,049i
59: IF4D4o00iD4O*D50D57*D58) IF(E4o()DiE46*E5OIE57*E513/ 1F(F461i0,F4O*F50,F57*1,58) IF(04600,04OiG50,G5748158)
o0:



1:

2:

31 (coil-fii;veA41

5:
6.1 SENIARO RUN
71

8: ACTUAL DATA TO DATE FOR PERIODS 1-12
9;

101 ORIGINAL PROJECTIONS NOT CHANGED FOR PERIODS 13-24

12:
13;
14;
151
16:
171
ia: OCT_
19:PRICE PRICE
20:PERIOD PERIOD
21; 7 a
22:
23:
24:
25;
261-- - -------
271 .0055+,227 .0055.227
78k 3150 3150
291 IF(1-128=0,0,H27-H28) 1F(128=0,0,127-128)
301
311 .84 JI4
321 .84625 ,8300 _

33t IFt1132=0,0,H31-H32) 1F(132=0,0,131-132)
341
J51 H27*H31 127.131
36: H28*H32 128.132
87; 1F(H3o=0;0;1135-H30) IF(136=0,0,I35-I16)
381
391 IF(H28:)0,H28;H27) IF(128::0,128,1,77)
40: IF41-132()0,0iH31) IF(132,:10,0;1311
41! IF*136<>0.*1361H39.H40, 1F(I36<)0;136,139.140)
42:
43:
44:
45: .0055.245 .0055.2456: 1oS25 16325
47: IF(H4o=0,0,H45-H45) 1F(146=0,0,145-I40)
481 __
49: .81 .80_
50; .77257 .76354
511 IF(H50=0,0,H49-H50) IF(I50=00),149-I501
521 -

531 H45i1-149 145.'149
54; IF(H46CA,H46.,H50,0) 1F,146:;0:146.150,0)
55: 1F4H54=0,0,H53-H54) IF1154.0i0i153-154)
56:
57: IFiH4600J-146,1-1450 IF14c.;0,14c,i145>
58; IF(1150000 ,H49) IF:15...0,0,149,
59; IF:1-146(,0,H4:*H50,H57.H:58) IF(14600,146.150i157*158, IFJ46,1:0,J4.;:.*J50,..15;+.158) IF,4,.,...)0_0.46.1.;500,57,KsEs,60: ---- _

PRICE
PERIOD

NOV_
PRICE
PERIOD

9 10

.023*227 .023.227
25200 25200
IF(J28=0,0:J27-J28) IF(K28=0,0,K27-+:28)

.82 .82 _

.81875 .81625
IF:J32=0,0,J31-J32, IF(K32.0,0,R31-K32)

J27.J31 K27.K31
J28*332 K28.K32
IF(J2o=00,J35-J36) IF(k36.0,0,M35-K36)

IF(J2300:428iJ27) IF<2800,R20,R27)
1F4.132)0,0t431) 1F0(9200.0,K31)
IF(J36( 0,J3atJ39.J40) IF(K36(.0,1,36,KS9*/,40,

..024*345 .024.245
37800 _ 37800
IF(J46=0,0,J45-J46) 1F(K46=0,00,45-K46)

.80

.7432 .75402 _ _ _ _

IFJ50=0,0,J49-J50) IF..K50=0;0,K47-K50)

745',J49 _ v:45.K49
IF(J46,:0,J4o+ibu,6) IF:K46,.)0,1.46+4.50,0:
IFJ54=0;0,J53-J54) IFO:540i0iK52-1'..54

IF.140.0;J46,J45) 1F(K4600iK46.;h45)
IFkJ5c1.0;c1;J491 1F..r.50o,Clipjf.49.

51



L

L:A MODEL TO MONITOR_CuRRENT-Ff;i.CL fEAR FuEL 011.
2; USAGE, PRICE, AND EXPENDITUPES
3:

4:
5:
0.

7:

at

lo:
it:
la:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

19:PRICE
20:PERIOD

DEC_
pRICE
PERIOD

'PRICE_
PERIOD

P- 3(e6t44 11

JN
PRICE
PERIOD21: 11 12 13 1422:

23:
24:
25:
26: _

27: .081.227 .081.227 .116.227 ;0116.227ae: 91350 91_350-
29: 1F(L28=0,0,L27-L28) IF(M28=0,0,m27-m28) IF.,128=0,0,N27-1428, IF(028=0,0i027-028)

31: .83 .63 .85 .95
32: .81875 .808
33: IF(L32=0,0,L31-L32) IF(M32=0,0,M31-m32, IF(N32=0,0,N31-1432) 'P.:032=0,0,031-032i34:
35: L27.L31 1127.1131 M27.N31 027.031
36: L281.L32_ _ m28.4.132 N28.1.432 028.032 _

az: 1F(L36=0,0,L35-1.36) IF,m4=0,0,M35-M36) IFiN36=0,0,m35-N36) IF(036=0,0,035-036)38:

IF(L28c)8,L280,27, IFtm28.:-.0,M28.,M27) IF(128(:0,1428,m27i 1F(02:306i028i0:17i40: IF(L320iL31) IF(N3200,0,143t) IF(032.01:$03;03141; IFL36c>0iL30IL39.L40) IF,m26c:0;m36,m39.m40, IFi1-i36( '0,M3e.,N39.N40> IF(036)010340394040,42:
43;
44:
45: :0865.245 .0865.245 .124.245 .1244Z4546: 242550 _ _ _- 242550
471 IF(L46=0,0,L45-L46> IF(m40=0,0,M45-m46) IF..m46=0,0,1L45-N46) 1F(046=0,0,045-046)48:
491 .78 ;78_ .77 .7950: .76182 .7544:7(

-

51: IF(L50=0,0,L49-L50, IF.J150=0,0,M49-m50, 1F(N50=0,0,N49-m50) IFc050=0,8,049-050)52:
53: L45*L49 M45.m49 N45.149 045.049 _54: IF(L40c,0,L46.L56,0) IFM.146,>0,m46.M50,0,, IF(1:44.0,t44c0t450;4) IF(04600,046.05,i3O55: IF(L54=0,0,L53-L54) IF(M54=0,0,M53-m54, IF(1454=0i0i1153-Ii54) 1F(054=0,0;053-05456:
57: IP:L46!:)0;c46,L45J IF(M46:0,m46,1145, IF0'14,U,H46,N45) IF(04500i046i045)58; IF(L5000,0,L49, _ IF(1150.'.i0,0,114..q 1Fm5000,0,1449, IF(050o0,0,049)
59; 1FiL46)0,L46.L50,L57*L58) IF(114o1/4%0,11460H5001574M5a, IF0444..:0,N4o4N50,14574N58J IFt04o(>0,0461.050,0574056,60:

r' _7
041



2:
3:
4:
5:

31
7:

8;

9:

10:
11:
12:
13:
141
15:
13:
17:
la:
19:PR10E
20:PERIOD

FEEL
PRICE
PERIOD

a

EAtibof 6:oil-awe4)
SENIARO RUN

nCTUAL DATk TO DATE FOR PERIODS 1-12

ORIGINi-4. PROJECTIONS NOT CHANGED FOR PERIODS 13-24

PRICE
PERIOD

MARCH
.PRICE
PERIOD21; 15 13 17 1822:

23:
24:
25:
231
27; .0935.227 13935*227 .0.t3*227 .066.22728:
29: IF(P28=0,0,P27-P28, IF(028=0,0,027-028) IF,R28=0,0,R27-R28) IF(628=0,0,S27-S28)30: _-
31: .94 8 8 .8432:

33: IF.P32=0,0,P31-P32) IF(032=0,0,031-032) (F(R32=0,0,R3I-R32, IF(932=0,0,s31-532,34:
35: P27*P3I 027*031 R27*R31 527.531361 P28*P32 028*032- R28*RS2 528*S3237; IF(P36=0,0,035-P36) 1F(035=J;0,035-033) IF(1236=0,0.R35-R36) IF.S3.6=0i0iS35-533)38: I-
391 IFCP2800;P28,P27)

IF(02800;028;027) IF(R28(10,R28,R27) IF(S28(i0,528,527)40: 1F(P32(i0;0;P31) IF(032(0i0,031). IF(R3200,0,R31) (F(53200,0,531)411 1F(P3o(?00.36,P39*P40)
IF(0360,0i030;039*040) 1F(R3o()0 ,R36,R39*R40) IFi53600,536,539.540)421

431
44:
451 .0964,7.45

.079*245 .079+,245431 __
47: IF(1.46=0,0,P45:P4o) IF(043=0,0,045-043) IF(R4o=0,0,R45-R46) IF.54O=0,0,545-S43)48:
49; .83 .84 .8501
511 IF:P50=0;0,P49-P50 IF.050=0,0i049-050: IF(R50=0,0,R4R50) IF(S50=0,0,S49-S50)52:
53: P45*P49 045*049 R45*R49 S45.549541 IF(P43(i0,P4,:.*P50-,0) IF(040,043*050,0 IF(R46i>0,R46*R50,G) IR<S4300.S4Z*S50,0)551 IF(P54=0i0iP53-P54i

IF.,O54=0,6,053-054) IFR54-0,0,R5S-R54) IFa54=0;0,65-S94
571 IF(P4360,P43iP45, IF(043()0,043,045) IFi.R43.:?(.6R46,R45i IF(S43:0,646,S45:98: IF(1.50,./0,0,P49a

1F,050:0,0,04-;,) IFCR50,,0;0.R491_ IF(350()0,0;549,59: 1F(P46::0,P43*P50,P57*P58)
IF(043::.0,043.050,057.053) IF.R43(;G,R43*R50,R57*R58, 10546c0,54.1.550,557.558i60:
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1:

3;

4:
5:
6
7:

8:
9:

10:
11:
121
131
14:
15:

ExiAci D-1 (cp.-fly:wed )
A mOCIL T.:J MONITOR CuRRENT. FISCAL YEAR FUEL OIL

,.,AGE, PRICE, AND E,PEHUITURES

17:
18:_____ APRIL
19:PRICE_
20IPERIOD

PRICE
PERIOD

MAY
PRICE
PERIOD

PRICE_
PERIOD

21: 19 20 21 22
221
23:
24:
25:
2o:
271 .0585.227 .0585.227 .E1385.727 .0385.2a7
28:
29: IF(T28=0,0,T27-T28, IF(1128=0,0iU27-U28) IF0,26=8,8,v27-v28) IF(w28=0,8,w27-w28)36: _

31: ;8 .82 .82 ;8
3.7-;

3.1; IF(T32=0,0,131-132) IF(U32=0,0,u31-U32) IF0,32=0,0,v3I-V32) IF(w32-0,0,w3i-wS2)

35: T.e7.1".11 1.127.1.131 Q27.V31 w27.W31361 T28.1-22 U28.U32 Q2e.i.032_ W28*W3237: IF(T36=0,0,T35=T36) IFt113.6=0,0,U35-U36) IF(v38=0,0,Q35-v3-,bi IF(W20=0,0,W35-W36)38:
39: IF(128(>11,T28,t27) IF(U2800,U28,U27/ IRcY2800;V28_0)27) IF(W23()0,w28,W27)41: IF(T32<:0,0,T311_ IFW3200,0,U31) IF..V32:1,0i0;V31) IF(W3200,0,w31)-IFiT30:.0,T36,T37.T40) IFiU3000,U36,U39.U40, IF(V30<>01V36ik)2.9.k.)40) 1FtW3600,W3-0,W39*W40)42:
42:
44:
451 .061.245 .001.245 .020.245 .020.24540:
47: IF(T4L=0,0,1"45-T46) IF,U40=0,0,U45-U40) IF0,48=0,0,v45-v46) IF(046=0,0,W45-w46)48:
49: .74 .72 .72 ;72
50: I

51_1 IF(T50=0;::.:49-ISOi 1Fa150=0,0,U49-U50, IFiv.50=0,00)49-v50) IF(W50=0,0,W49-W50)521
T45.T49 045.049 _ y45.:v41 w45.W.19

54: IFCT46,:)0.1.40*-1.50;0) IFU4.1.)0_;1146.050;0J IF(...400)46,0,50.0) IF(W40,:10,W46.W58i0/55: IF(T54=0i0,1"53-T54) IFkU54=0,0,053-054-) IF(Q54=C.,00,53-v54, IF(W54=0,0,W53-W54,56:
57: IF(T4000,T46,T45) IF(1.146:A0iU46,U45) IF(V4CC,O,V4o,Y45) IF(W40(;0,W46,W45)58; IF(T50:)0,0,T4) IF(1150.:)0i01149, IFV50:>0;0,V49,_ IF(W5U.',0,0,W491
59: 1F(T40:%0,7g6*T50,757.158) IFkL146c10iU4a.U58,U57.U.58) IF(1.)46,n,v46.v50,,J57,0)58) 1F(W40..>0,W46.W50,W57.W58,60:
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2;

3:

4:

5:
61

2:
8:

?:
10:

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

2

E b r'-t 'tied)

18; JUNE
19:PRICE
20:PERIOD
21: 23
22:
23:
24:
25:

PRICE
PERIOD
24

TOTAL

PROJECTION FOR_END_OF PRICE PERIOD 12

ND. 2 FUEL OIL
271 .0025*:27 .0025.227 126269 PROJECTED USAGE ,SE0NV4IN0 OF28:

SUM(828:Y28 , ,;CTUAL_OSAIIE (TO DATE)29; IFCX28.0,0,X27-X23; IF()28=0,00'27-Y2S) PROJECTED VS ACTuAL (JSmGE (TO DATE!30;
31_: .8 .8

PROJECTED PRICE ,EEGINNING OF EAR)32:
ACTUAL PRICE33: IFix32.0 0,x3I-A32, IF(Y32=0,0,131-(32)
PROJECTED VS. ACTUAL PRICE34:

351 .27.X31 i!27.(31 SUN(835:Y,;5) PROJECTED ExPENDITURES36; x28.x32 f28*?32 _ _ _ SUN(B66;r36) ACTUA(L_EgPENDIT0PEs CrO D,TE,37: IF(X3o=0,0,X35-X26) IF(Y36=0;0;-e35-136)
PROJECTED QS. ACTUAL EXPENDITURES381 1_

39: IF(X28.::.0,X2S,X27) IFC(28<.00'28;Y27) SUM(839:Y39i UPDATED PROJECTION OF USAGE40: IF(X320,0,X31) IF(r3200,0,Y31)
UPDATED PROJECTION OF PRICEIFix36(>0,X34,X39.X40, IFCY36<>0Y36iY39*':40) SUM(841...Y41) UPDATED PROJECTION OF EXPENDITURE42:

43;
NO. 5 FUEL OIL44:

45: 0 0 2722620 PROJECTED USAGE EiEGINNING OF YEAR.46:
SUNC846:Y46): ACTUAL-USAGE kTO OmTE;47: IF%X46=0,0,X4E-,:46) IF0'46.0,0,i45-146)

PROJECTED VS. mCTUAL OSAGE %TO DmTE)48;
49: ;72

PROJECTED PRICE iEEGINNING OF '.'EmR)50; _ _

ACTUAL PRICEiFix50=0,0,x49-x50) 8=0,0,49-SOd
PROJECTED mCTUmir. PRICE

5 3: X45./49 _

Y 45..49 SUM(E53::(53, PROJECTED E.PEEI&ITLIFES54: IF(,..4046.A50;0) IF%i4o:)00.46.Y50,0, SU1(654:'154, ,;CTIJAL E.?.PENDITURES %T0 C,TE? =55: IF(X54=0i0;X57-X54) IF054=0,0,(53-Y54
PROJECTED ...S. ACTUAL E,PENDITL.RES56: _

57: IFx46, )0 ,x46 iX45 IF(Y46.:;0046,;45i SCN(E57;(57; UPDATED PROJECTION OF USAGE53; 1Fi x50 %0 ,0
_

UPDATED PROJECTION OF PRICE-59: IFi/46.:>0,X46...4504A57*X58 1F,;Y46:0046.t50,i57*(53 ., 3UN,859:Y59, UPDATED PROJECTION OF EXPENCATUPE60:
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The hidden; detailed logic and calculations can be exaMined on Exhibit D-1;

In actual tse by the managers the model would he updated with the most
recent usage and purchase price data at the end of eac- price_period (tWice
adch tatth) and re-run_to provide updated end-of-year projections.AS MCPS
does not currently collect usage data_by price period, the monthly usage
data is assumed to be equally divided_ between the two price periOds
dottaIted in each_month, When run at the end of any given price period, .
the siMulation model will report actual per period expenditures Zor_the year
to date, project the_remaining_price period expenditures, and report
projected total expenditures for the current fiscal year.

In fact, the model could'and shouIdbe run several times at the _end of each
price period (or monthly) to determine what effect on total en&-of-!year
expenditures certain "what if" conditiona of usage and price would have.
For example, If there is a warm trend forecast for the second half of the
heating seasoni what will be the_projected total: expenditures _for fuel oil
if usage is decreased 5 percent from the original projection for the
remaining months._ Or; if fuel oil prices are in a downward trend; what will
he the projectad total expenditures_if the price is 6 percant less then
originally projected_for the next three price period8 but the SAme AS
projected for the remainitg price periods?

To-Sat-U- Model at Beginning of the FiScal Year

Projected usage data_can be entered_into the model at the beginning of_ the
fiscal year in one of two ways. _ksingle_ total prOjectiOn of No. 2_ Atd No..
5_usage can be ettered it Ce118_227 and 247 respectively. The_model will
di8tribute the annual projectad usage over the 24 price-periods based on
the periods' average percentage of total usage for the past three years.
Or, if the user prefers, individual per period usage data may be entered
into each cell.

Projected purchase price data for each price period must be individually
entered for both No. 2_and No. 5 fuel oiI. The model win then calculate
the expenditures for each price period and the totAI projected expenditures
for the year. By changing input data and re-running the model, the user
can easily see what would happen to budget planning projections if price or
usage varied either separately or in combinatimu

To Run the Model at_thp End of Price Perlod

At the end of each price period, the user should substitute the actual usage
and purchase price data for the projections for the preceding price_ period.
As MCPS currently collects usage data by month rather than price period, the
model may only ba run once_each month and must assume that_usage is equally
divided betweet the two price_periods in the month. Using the newly entered
actual data,_ the model re-calculates projected_total expenditures for the
remainder of the fiscal year, assuming no changes in the price/u&age
assumptions for the remaining perioda.
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However, in practice, the user should have_a _better feel each month for the
accuracy of the original_projections; The model provides the opportunity_to
refine the projection& for_the remainder of the year and produce at updated
projection of usage and expenditures. The end-of-year projections shonId
become more accurate as the year progress and a greater percentage of data
is actual.

Scenari0 of Usage

EXhibit D-2 is an example of how the model might be used. The scenario run
has been set up as if it is the_end of _the twelfth price period. The
scenario fiscal year began with the annual projections of usage, purchase
price, and_expenditures as shown in Exhibit D-2. It is assumed that at the
end of each price period_actual data for usage and price has been added.
For_example, at the end of the udelfth price period, actual data of 91,350
gallons of No. 2 fuel oil were entered (Cell M28) at an actual_price for
that period of $.808 per gallon (Cell M31). The run calculated that the
expenditures for the twelfth price period for No. 2 fuel oiI was $73,811
(C-t.11 M36).

As can be seen in the headi-g of the report, this run assumed no changes
from the original projections for the remainder of the year. As such,_ the
updated projection, as of the end of the twelfth price period, for the total
usage of No. 2 _fuel oil is 1,098,485 gallons (Cell Z39) and projected
expenditures of $925,147.(CelI Z41). This compares to the Original
beginning-of-year projection of 1,262,369 gallons and $955,355

The user would now want tn execute several more runs of the Model Under
various conditions of continuing usage and price to determine A beSt And
worse case scenario for total end-of-year expenditureS.

5 7
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3:
4:

Si
6: SENIARO RUN
7:
8; ACTUAL DATA TO ('ATE FOR PERIODS 1-12
9:

10: ORIGINAL PROJECTIONS NOT CHANGED FOR PERIODS 13-24
11;
12:
13:
14:
15:
161
17;
18; JuLY
19: PRICE_
20: PERIOD
21:

1

22:
23; PROJECTION FOR END OF PRICE PERIOD 12_
241
25: NO. 2 FUEL on.
261
27: PROJECTED OSAGE (BEGINNING OF YEAR) 6312
28: ACTUACLUSAGE 9450
291 PROJECTED vS. ACTUAL USAGE -313
30;
31: PROJECTED PRICE (BEGINNING OF YEAR) :82
32: ACTUAL PRICE .81255
33: pROJECTED vs. ACTUAL PRICE .00745
34:
35: PROJECTED EXPENDITURES 5176
36; ACTUAL ExPENDITuRES 7.79
371 PROJECTED VS. ACTUAL EXPENDITURES
38:

-2503

39:
40;

UPDATED PROJECTION OF USAGE
ONUPDATED PROJECTI GF PR10E-__

9450
0

41; UPDATED PROJECTION OF EXPENDITURE 7679
421
431 NO. 5 FuEL OIL
44:
45: PROJECTED USAGE (BEGINNING OF YEAR) _0;307
461 ACTuAL USAGE 15750
47:
48:

PROJECTED VS. ACTuAL USAGE -8943
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60;
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0
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-----------------------------------
ORIGINAL PROJECTIONS NOT

J
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CI4416ED
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h.
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L .:
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NODEL TO MONITOF CURRENT FISCAL YEAR FUEL CIL
USAGE, PRICE, AND E\PENDITURES

12-24

la: OCT 1 NOV DEC JAN FEE_191PRICE PRICE PRICE.' PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICEi20:FERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD21: 7 _9 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1222:
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44;
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.11.4:: ,al_ .-.8 .72 .77 .79 .62 .2450: .77257 .72254 74922 .75422 .72192 .75443
51: .03742 .03242 :05068 .02518 .01812 .02557 6 0 0 052:
53: 12129 11980 52274 50928 162692 133656 259957 222709 212929 21955254; 12212 12425 26324 28522 184779 la29s7 o 0 o 0551 -483 -465 23950 22425 -1024 709 0 o 0 o561
571 12325 12325 27600 27600 242550 242550 33720_6 237606 2613!. 2216:.58: _ i 0 0 o b -0 0 .77 1-79 -6359: 12212 12465 28224 22522 184779 122957 259957 226709 216929 ,1-:5f3201 -_
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A MODEL TO MONITOR CURRENT FISCAL YEAR FUEL OIL
USAGE, PRICE, AND EXPENDITURES

THAPU p:m

rEAL DATA -0 DATE FOP PEPIODS 1-12

,P1W1AL PROJECTIONS NOT CHANGED FOR PERIODS 13-74

'Wo,CLI I _ APRIL MAY JLUEL
FFICE_ PF10E- PRICE PPICE PRICE pRICE_ PRICEI
PEP100 PERIOD PERIOD PEP100 PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD TOTAL18 19 20 21 22 23 24

PROJECTION FOR END OF PRICE PERIOD 12

NO. 2 FUEL OIL

:3:16 83316 73849 73849 48601 48601 3156 3156 1262369 PROJECTED USAGEABE61144ING OF '..EAR)
283500 ACTUAL USAGE 1TO DATE)0 0 0 0 0 0 0 PROJECTED VS. ACTUAL USAGE kTO DATE)

.84 .8 .82 .82 0 .8 .3 PROJECTED PRICE (BEGINNING OF YEAR)
ACTUAL PRICE0 0 0 0 n 0 PROJECTED VS. ACTUAL PRICE

:9986 E6653

0

59079

0

60556
0

39853
0

39881

0

2525

6

252; "55355 PROJECTED-EXPENDITURES

231891 ACTUAL_EYPENDITURES (TO OATEi0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 PROJECTED VS; ACTDAL EY.PENDITURES

23716 82316 73849 73849 48601 43601 3159 3156 1098485 UPDATED PROJECTION OF USAGE.S4 .9 .8 .82 ,02 .3 UPDATED PROJECTION OF PRLCEE6653 5907R 60556 39853 78881 2525 2525 925147 UPDATED PROJECTION OF EXPENDITURE

NO. 5 FUEL_OIL
15082 2150E18 166080 166080 54453 54453 0 0 2722630 PPOJECTED USAGE (BEGINNING OF YEAR)

713050 ACTUAL USAGE (TO DATE)
0 0 0 r

FOJECTED "S. ACTUAL USAGE kTO DATE)
.76 .74 .72 .72 .72 .72 .72 PPOJECTED_PRICE (BEGINNING OF YEAR)

ACTUAL PPICE0 0 0 0 0 0 0 PROJECTED YS. ACTUAL PRICE
72S-0 1E3467 122900 119578 29206 3'206 o 0 2176103 PPOJECTED EXPENDITURES

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 540734 ACTUAL EXPENDITURES (TO_DATE?__0 0
_

0 0 0 0 0 PROJECTED VS. ACTUAL EXPENDITURES
15087 215080 166090 1E6080 54452 54453 .0 -0 2792249 UPDATED PROJECTION OF USAGE,76. 4 -.72 .72 .72 .72 .72 UPDATED PROJECPION OF PRICE4,!.7 122900 119578 30 20E. "9206 0 0 2160.118 UPDATED PROJECTION OF EXPENDITURE._



APPENDIX E

Application of the Procurement/Delivery Model to FY 1984

Using the various assumptions and cost components discussed in Chapter 2 and
Appendix C, the model was applied to FY 1984 to (1) calculate the actual
cost to MCPS of Alternative A (COG purchase, MCPS haul); _(2) calculate what
the cost of Alternative C (COG purchase, vendor haun would have been if it
had been selected (using actual data); and (3) simulate whet the costs of
both Alternatives A and C would have been under diffel:ent -what if"
conditions of usage and price.

;3ince the price per gallon of the fuel oil is available from the COG
contract and the Montgomery County Fuel Tax rate is available from the
county, It only remained to calculate the MCPS hauling costs in order to
load and run the model.

Exhibit E-1 summarizes MCPS fnel oil hauling costs for FY 1933 and FY 1984.
In FY 1983, for which actual costs were available, the MCPS costs. to hau'
fuel oil amounted to $92,364, of which $56,862 (62 percent) is labor related
and $35,502 (38 percent) is vehicle related. Based on 4,269,454 gallons of

EXHIBIT E-1.

Summary of MCPS Fuel Oil Hauling Costs
FY 1983 Actual and FY 1984 Projected*

item

Cos t

FY 1983 FY 1984

Direct Salaries $40,633 $44,696

Overtime Salaries 3,107 3,417

Benefits 13 , 122 14,434

Vehicle Maintenance and Operation 22,981 23,670

Depreciation .12 521 12; 512

Total Cost $92,364

* Since the report was drafted before FY 1984 actual costs were available,
the FY 1984 column is based on 5 percent step, 5 percent C.O.L., and 3
percent inflation rate.
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fuel oil delivered in FY 1983, the cost amounts to $0.0216 per gallon or a
little over 2 cents per gallon. The FY 1984 costs, for which some actual
data were not available when the model was run, are similar to those for FY
1983.

Ift FY 1984 MCPS used Alternative A, purchase of fuel oil under the COG
contract and delivery_by the MCPS D_ivision of Supply_and _Property
Management. For the calculation of costs_ for this_alternative, the model
used acthal fuel oil asage data per month for Price Periods 1 through 16 for
both NO. 2 and No. 5 fuel oil. The model projected asage fqr the Pride
Periods 17 throogh_24 based on the average monthly usage for these months
(percentage of total) obtained from actual usage for the past three years.
This data is seen in Exhibits E-2 and E-3.

Likewise, the actual period-by-period price to purchase both No. 2 and No- 5
fuel oil under the COG contract was used for the_periods available at the
time the model was built, that is Price Periods 1 through1 18. Fuel prices
for the remaining Price Periods 19 through 24 were projected using the
trends for FY 1984 and actual prices for the same periods in FY 1983.

The model included only fuel oiI that is currently delivered by MCPS and
excluded fuel oil that is delivered by the vendor to those elementary
schools that have small storage tanks It was assumed that logistical
conditions would preclude MCPS delivery to these schools under any
conditions.

The model calculated a per period MGPS hauling cost by multiplying the per
gallon costs described previously by the number of gallons deIil'ered during
that price period;

The model also calculated the Montgc.mery County fuel oil tax that would have
been paid under the alternative where the vendor rather that MCPS ac:mally
made the delivery;

The run of the model which resulted from tft.-e ver1ous calculations is ehown
in Exhibit E-4;
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EXHIBIT E-2

MCPS Deliveries of No; 2 Fuel Oil by Month

FY 1981 - FY 1983 *

Month TY81 FY_82 FY 83 AVG.

July 1;0 0.4 1.5 1.0

August 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.7

September 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.4

0-crbét 1.4 1.5 0.5 1.1

November 5.6 4.2 4.0 4.6

Decer 15.6 18.5 14.5 16.2

January 24.8 22.7 221 23.2

February 18.4 20.2 17.5 18.7

March 13.7 12.0 14.0 13.2

April 15;0 10.1 10.0 11.7

May 1;6 7;5 14.0 7;7

June 0;8 0.8 0.0 0.5

* As a percentage of total delivo.rtes



EXHIBIT E -3

MCPS Deliveries of N . 5 Fuel Oil by Month

FY 1981 - 1983*

Month FY_ 81 FY 89 FY 83 _AVG;

July 0.1 0.2 1;2 0;5

August 0.7 0.9 1.6 1.1

September 1.5 0.9 1.6 1.3

October 1.4 0.7
-

1.2 1.1

November 6.6 5.0 2.8 4.8

December 14.8 19.3 17.8 17.3

January 28.9 25.5 19.9 24.8

February 19.0 18.7 19.9 19.2

March 14.8 13.5 13.0 13.8

April 11.4 12.2 13.0 12.2

May 0.7 3.1 8.1 4.0

June 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

* As a percentage of total deliveries
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PRICE PRICE PRICE
PERIOD

PRICE PRICE
_ _

181 JULY AUGUST SEPT

21]
1 2 3

5 5221
23IAcTUAL FY 84 ALTERNATIVE C
241C0G'PURCHASE_AND DELIVERY
251
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28350 283503011IC CO TAY FY 84 215.23 215.23

18900
184M5

20145.88
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30875.21

311 346.55

321c0ST or ALTERNATIVE C ACTUAL PY
3:1 12342.36 12423.40 20418.16 30830.32
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341
37Ic0G COSI OF MO. 2 DELIVERED .81995 .8404 .86u65
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189oo

::::9
:::::9
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28350 :18to
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.8202
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.78302

42:.. 215.23 ;19.83
41* C CO TAX

1541.11 346.55 346.55 519.83
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461COG PURCHASE AND MCPS DELIVERY
/-71

481COG COST NO. 2 UNDER FILI FY 84
.833.81255

.75985 .77542
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.85575491c0G COsT No. 5 UNDER FILL PY 84 .73747

.8425

.77109
.85325
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.77467
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21
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41
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82442

47226.75

;82365
. 76242
12600
47250
824.42

47226.75

;81625
75482

1486;59

47436.58

.81625

.75482
1397.9G

47347.90

11 L

PRICE
PERIOD
II

.82615

.76942
100800
245700
4756.90

277079.32

.82615

.76942
105840
257985
4994.75

290933.28

.81875

.76182
8606.55

278315.72

.81875

.76182
8497.77

291692.40

11 N

ditelf_ E -4

DEC
PRICE
PERIO0
12

.8154

.76203
100800
245700
4756.90

274179.99

.8154

.76203
105840
257985-
4994.75

287888.99

.808

.75443
8606.55

275416.40

.808

.75443
8497.77

288648.11

11 N 11 0

(G-,i4--Wij84.1)

JAN
PRICE PRICE_
PERIOD PERIOD
13 14

;85015- .8649
.787039 .801047
198500 198500
473844 473844-
9228.56 9228.56

550917.04 560482.52

.85015_ ;8649 _

.797039 801047
208425 208425
497536 497536
9689.98 9689.98

578462.89 588500.65

.44275_ ;8575

.779439 ;793447-
16700.03 16700.03

553318.40 562883.88

;84275- .8575
.779439_ .793447
10488;96 16488.96

579938.25 589982.00

11 P

PRICE
PERIOD
15

.99715

.85614
88116
160655
3406.17

228814.21

.99715

.85614
92522
168688_
3576;48

240254.92

.98975

.84854
6179.10

229714.11

.98975
,84,354
6101.01

240812.76

11

FEB
PRICE
PERIOD
16

.9724

.852881
88116
160655
3406.1)

226109.76

-
.9724
.852881
92522
168688
3576.48

23741525

.965

.845281
6179.10

227009.66

.965

.845281
6101.01

237973.09



1:11 8 11 1 11 J 11 R 11 E 11 M si11
21
31
41 giChi.b& 62jr,d-trn..'51

11

61
71
al
91
101
III
121
131
141
151
161_
171
181 OCT__ NOV ___ DEC
1911'RICE PRICE mcg PRICE_ PRICE PRICE
201pERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD PERIOD
211 7 8 _ 9 10 11 12
221
231
24;

.

251
261 .8539_ ;8374 .82615 .82365 .82615 .8154_
271 .78017 ,77114 .75692 .76242 .76042 .76203
281 3150 3130 12600 12600 10011.0 100800
291 9450 9450 47250 47250_ 245 JO 245700
301_173.28 173.28 824.42 824.42 475J.90 4756.90
311
321 10235.67 10098.36 46998.38 47226.75 27707932 274179.99331
341
351
161
371 .8539 .8374 ;82615 .82365 .82615 .8154
381 .78017 .77114 .75692 ;76242 .76942 .76203391 3150 3150 12600 12600 105840 105840401 9450 9450 47250 47250 257985_ 257985_411 173.28 173.28 824.42 824.42 4994.75 4994;75421
431_10235.67 10098;36 4698.38 47226.75 290933.28 287888.99
441
451
461
471
481 .8465 .83 .81875 .81625 ;81875 .808
491 .77257 .76354 .74932 .75482, .76182_ .75443
501 312.97 312.97 1486.59 1486.59 8606;55 8606.55
511
521 10280.23 10142.92 47208.21 47436.58 278315.72 275416.40
531
541
551
561 _

571 .8465 .83 .81875 .81625 .81875 .808
581 .77257 .76354 ;74932_ .75482 .?6182 .75443
591 294.30 294.30 1397.90 1397.90 8497.77 8497.77
601
J11 10261.56 10124.25 47119.52 47347.90 291692.40 288648.11

68

0 11 P 11 Q 1

JAN
PRICE
PERIOD

PRICE
PERIOD

FEB
PRICE
PERIOD

i

PRICE_
PERIOD

13 14 15___ 16
____.

.85015 ;8649 _ .99715 .9724

.787039 .801047 .85614 .852881
198500 198500 88116_ 88116
473844 473844 160655_ 160655_
9228.56 9228.56 3406.17 3406.17

550917.04 560482.52 228814.21 226109.76

.85015 .8649 _ :99715 .9724

.787039 .801047 .85614 .852881
208425 208425 92522 92522
497536 497536 168688 168688
9689.98 9689.98 3576.48_ 3576.48

578462.89 588506.65 240254.92 237415.25

.84275 .8575 .98975 .965_ _

.779439 .793447 .84854 ,845281
16700.0- 16700.03 6179.10 6179.10

553318.40 562883.88 229714.11 227009.66

.84275 .8575 .98975 .965

.779439 .793447 ;84854 .845281
16488.96 16488.96 6101.01 6101.01

579938.25 589982.00 240812.76 237973.09


